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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT RLMED 
A b s t r a c t  
Low Reynolds-number, mildly curved, turbulent channel Bow has been sim- 
ulated nu~nerically without subgrid scale ~nodels. A new spectral nlinlerical nlethod 
d~veloped for this problem was used, and the computritions were yerforlncd with 
2 lliillion degrees of freedom. A variety of statistical nnd structural infor~l~ation 
has becn extracted from the coiiiputed flow fields. These include mean velocity, 
turbulence stresses, velocity skewncss and flatness factors, space-time correlations 
and spectra, all the terms in the Reynolds-stress balance equations, and contour 
and vector plots of instantaneous velocity fields. 
The effects of ci~rvature on this flow were determined by co~nparing the 
concave and convex sides of the channel. The  observed effects are corisistent with 
experiments! observations for mild curvature. The nlost significant d:.- ience in 
the tnrbulence statistics between the concave and convex sides was ill the Reynolds 
shear stress. This was acco~npanied by significant differences in the terms of the 
Reynolds shear stress balance equations. In addition, it was found that stationary 
Taylor-Giirtler vortices were present and that they had a significant effect on the flow 
by contributing to the meau Rcyuolds shear stress, and by affecting the anderlying 
turbulence. 
Turbule~lce statistics were found to be  in qualitative agreement with the 
large-eddy simulation of a plane channel performed by h h i n  & Kim (J. Fluid Mech. 
118, 341, 1982). Near the walls, the flow consists of alternating high and low speed 
streaks, with mean spanwise spacing of 100 wall units. It was also found, however, 
t;iat near the wall, the velocity fluctuations normal to the wall are dominated by 
small, intense rcgions that are not significa~ltly elongated in the stream\vise direc- 
tion. Streamwise vortices wcre observed near the walls and were found to occur 
most often as a single vortex, rather than in vortex pairs. 
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1. Introduction 
Turbulent flow over curved walls is of considerable engineering interest. It occurs, 
for exa~nple, in turbolilnchinery ,and on airplane wings md in Inany othcr applica- 
tions. However, current methods for predicting these flows are quite inadequate, as 
is evidenced by their poor perfornlance when applied to the relatively sili~ple cur- 
vature cases in the 1980-81 AFOSR-HTTM-;tanford Conference on Conlplex Tur- 
bulent Flows (Kline, Cantwell, & Lilly 1982). One of the reason for this dificulty' 
is what Bradshaw (1873) calls "the surprisingly Iaqe effect, exerted on shear-flow 
turbulence by curvature of the streamlines in the plane of the mean she~r." He 
notes that curvature effects are often an order of magnitude greater than would be 
predicted by using dimensional arguments. This poor understanding of the effects 
of curvature greatly hinders modeling efforts. 
1.1 Curvature Effects 
The effects of curvatiure on Eclid flow have been under experimental and theo- 
retical investigation for some time. An inviscid stability analysis 6rst jrerformed 
by Rayleigh (1917) indicates that %ow over a concave curved surface is unstable 
and, c . ,  . lersely, that convex curved flows are stable. G6~tler  (1940) performed a 
viscous stability analysis showing that laminar flow over a concave surface is un- 
stable at sufficientlv high Reynolds number. This instability leads to a system of 
large longitudinal roll cells. These so-called Taylor-Gortler cells were later observed 
experimentally (Gregory & Walker 1950). 
Early experimental studies of the effect of curvature on turbulence (Wilcken 1930, 
Wattendorf 1935) revealed changes in mean-flow properties much larger than had 
been predicted by mixing-length arguments. Boundary layers werr qbserved to grow 
nlnch faster on concave surfaces than on flat ones and, canverscly, to grow slower on 
convex surfaces (Wilcken). Wall shear stresses were also greatly affectetl, increasing 
on a concave wall and decreasing on a convex wall. In it fully developed curved 
channel with strong curvature (6 /R  = 0.1) Wattendorf observed a constant angular 
n~omcntuni (rU) profile over ;A large portion of the central flow region; however, 
Hunt & Joubert (1979) found that for a weakly curved, fully developed charlnel 
(d/R = 0.01) this constant angular ~nomentum region was not present. 
Suficiently close to the curved walls, mean velocity profiles have been observed 
to obey the "law of the wall." This has been the case for both concave md convex 
curved flows in boundary iL. ers (So & Mellor 1973, 1975, and others) and in fully 
develc ped curved channel flow (Ellis & Joubert 1974). At larger distances from the 
wall, the mean velocity of a convex wall layer exceeds that of the flat-wall profile and 
tlie mean-velocity profile of a concave wall layer lies bellow the flat wall profile when 
plotted in law of the wall coordinates. The point at which these deviations occur and 
their magnitudes are dependent on the curvature paraliieter (6/R). For sufficiently 
weak curvature ( 6 / R  x 0.01), these deviations occur beyond the logarithmic region 
(Hunt & Joubert 1979; Hoffman & Bradshaw 1978); as an example, mean velocity 
profiles from Hunt and Joubert are shown in Figure 1.1. It has been suggested 
(Hoffm'm & Bradshaw 1978) that the flat-plate law of the wall applies where y/R 
is small (y is distance from the wall). 
Turbulence quantities are also affected by curvature, as would be expected from 
Rayleigh's analysis. In the strongly curved convex boundary layers (6/R 0.05 - 
0.1) of So & Mellor (1973) and Gillis & Johnston (1983) the tiirbt~lcnce virtually 
vanished in the outer half of the boundary layer. The point at which the turbulent 
shear stress fell to zero was well within the velocity gradient layer. This led Gillis 
and Johnston to propose that outer layer scaling for these flows should be based 
on the thickness of the shear-stress layer instead of on the classical boundary-layer 
thickness. Gillis and Johnston also observed that when shear stress, normalized by 
friction vclocity ( - = / t i : ) ,  was plotted against y / R  all of their data, as well as the 
data of So awl Mcllor, collapsed to a single curve. 
Ronndary layers on strongly curved coucave surfaces (6/R e 0.1), as studied by 
So and Mellor (1975), show dramatic increases in turbulence activity. In the outer 
layer, intensities and shear stress were observed to be about twice as large as in 
flat wall bo~nd~ary layers at similar conditions. The point at which the shear stress 
fell to zero was at  y/6 = 1.1. However, both turbulent shear stress normalized 
by turbulence energy ( - E / ~ ~ )  and energy normalized by friction velocity (q2/u3) 
showed reasonable agreement with flat-wall data near the wall. This is further 
evidence of the similarity of the ne.u-wall regions. 
In the weakly cilrved boundary-layer cases (6/R zz 0.01) of Hofhnan & Bradshaw 
(1978) and Muck (1982), smaller ch'mges in turbulence quantities were observed. 
Changcs in turbulence intensities were 10% to 20%, increasing on the concave wall 
and decreasing on the convex v.all. Turbulent shear stress increased or decreased 
about 10% relative to the flat-wall case, with most of the ch,ange occurring in the 
outer layer. Even these modest changes are noteworthy s:we 'an order of magnitude 
analysis of the Reynolds-stress transport equations predicts changes an order of 
magnitude smaller for this mild curvature. In these investigations changes in third 
and fourth order statistics of order one were also atserved. 
In fully developed curved channels, similar changes in turbulence quantities have 
been observed (Eskinazi & Yeh 1956; Hunt & Joubert 1979). Turbulent intensities 
are larger on the concave side and smaller on the convex side. Also, the point where 
the turbuient shear stress is zero is displaced significantly toward the convex wall, 
and the wall shear stress is larger on the concave side than on the convex side. 
Tani (1962) has suggested that there is a turbulent analog to the laminar Taylor- 
Giirtler vortices. He was led to this proposal after observing stationary spanwise 
variations in mean velocity in a concavely curved boundary layer. Similar obser- 
vations have since becn ninde by rnany researchers (Pate1 1968; So 8 Mellor 1975; 
Meroney & Bradshaw 1975; and others). Evidence of turbulent Taylor-Giirtlu cells 
has also been found in fully developed channels (Hunt Clc Joubert 1979). These 
longitudinal vortices give rise to spanwise variations in boundary-layer thickness 
and skin fiction. Boundary-layer thickness is greatest at the boundaries between 
the assumed vortices where the motion is away from the wall (outflow), and skin 
friction is lowest there. Turbulence quantities in the outer layer are also affected by 
these large longitudinal structures. In general, the effects of concave curvature on 
turbulence quantities are greater at the outflow boundaries between the postulated 
roll cells (So & Mellor 1975; Muck 1982). 
Many researchers have observed a repeatable stationary pattern of spanwise vari- 
ations. This repeatability has been attributed to upstream disturbances (Meroney 
& Bradshaw 1975). In an attempt to impose a more regular pattern of variations, 
Muck (1982) placed regularly spaced vortex generators upstream of the curved 
section. The resulting weak longitudinal vortices in the upstream boundary layer 
were ampwed by the curvature, serving to "lock in" the positions of the turbulent 
Taylor-Giirtler cells. 
Interestingly, Jeans & Johnston (1982) did not observe a stationary pattern of 
roll c e h  in their flow visualisation study on concave curvature, presumably because 
of a lack of persistent upstream disturbances. They observed large-scale roll-like 
structures (they referred to them as sweeps and ejections) which appeared randamly 
in time. These structures drifted in the spanwise direction and had streamwise 
extent as amall as "several boundary-layer thicknesses." Barlow (1983), using the 
same experimental facility, observed that the appearance of these structures was not 
entirely random, and that their extent and persistence were dependent on upstream 
conditions, for example, the condition of screens in the water channel. Barlow also 
placed vortex generators upstream of the curved section and was able to make 
the roll-cell pattern stationary, with rolls extending the entire length of the curved 
section. 
To model the effects of ~ u ~ v a i u r e  on the mean-flow properties, Bradshaw (1973) 
suggcsted a correction factor for the apparent mixing length in analogy to the 
Monin-Obouhkov forl~lula for buoyant flows: 
where I and & are the corrected and uncorrected mixing lengths, and P is an 
empirical constant of the order or 10. This model has met with limited success in 
cases of weak curvature. More complicated schemes involving the solution of the 
modeled Reynolds stress transport equations have also been used (Irwin & Smith 
1975; Gibson,, Jones, & Younis 1981). The Reynolds-stress transport equations have 
additional production, convection, and diffusion terms arising from the curvilinear 
coordinate system. These terms do not appear in scalar equations, such as those 
used in models based on the k-6 equations. In addition, it has been suggested 
that curvature terms which arise naturally in the model of Launder, Reece, & Rodi 
(1974) for the pressure strain correlation may account for observed curvature effects 
(Launder ct  al.). Thus, by solving the Reynolds-stress equations, the presence cc 
curvature is reflected in the equations being solved, rather than explicitly added to  
the turbulence models being used. This approach has enjoyed reasonable success. 
Modeling eh,rts for curved flows have been hindered because the mechanism by 
which curvature induces the dramatic changes noted above is not well understood. 
The study reported here was undertaken in an attempt to  improve this understand- 
ing by using numerical simulation to provide data that are not normally available 
from experiments. Numerical simulation of a turbulent flow can provide the turbu- 
lent velocity field as a function of space and time, which can be used to compute any 
quantity of interest. For example, all of the terns in the Reynolds-stress transport 
equation can be computed, as can two-point space-time correlation functions. In 
addition, the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields can be examined to gain 
infornlation about the turbulent structures they contain. 
1.2 Turbulent Flow Sirllulation 
The numerical simulation of turbulent flows is a teclrniclue for investigating tnrbu- 
ence, which has recently become feasible because of the developrncnt of large scale 
computers. These simulations are proving to be valuable supplements to lahora- 
tory measurements. In one type of simulation (direct simulation), the Navier-Stokes 
equations (usually incompressible) are nut~lerically solved for a turbulent flow field. 
IIowever, such a si~liulation must resolve all irnpor tant spatial and ten~poral scales 
in the flow. One of the characteristics of turbulence is that the range of scales 
in the flow increases rapidly with Reynolds nurnbcr. Thus, a direct siniulation is 
necessarily limited to low Reynolds numbers. 
Another method, the large-eddy simulation (LES), alleviates the low-Reynolds- 
n~unber estriction at the expense of including some modeling. In LES, the large- 
scale motions are explicitly conlputed, but the effect of the unco..ilputed small scales 
is modeled. This strategy relies on the fact that the large-scale structures vary 
significantly from flow to flow, whereas the small-scale eddies are thought to be 
universal (Chapman 1979). This universality of the small scales makes them much 
more amer ole to nlodeling than the turbulent flow as a whole. Zlowever, there 
u e  difficulties with the LES approach when computing the near-wall region of 
i t  wall-bounded flow. In this region, the important large eddies (the streaks of 
Mine, Schraub, & Runstadler 1967) are in fact quite small relative to  the flow as a 
whole, and they Lecome snlaller as  the Reynolds number increases. Thus, the LES 
techniq~le: for &all-bounded flows is also limited to low Reynolds numbers when the 
vivcou , 3ublayer is computed. IIowever, this limitation can be alleviated somewhat 
1;.-7 the use of fine grids embedded near the walls. For xiiorc details on the techniques 
of turbulent flow simulation, see the review article by Rogallo & Moin (1984). 
i3oth direct s;niulations and LES put a great burden on computing hardware, and 
because of t.he great computational efforts involved they are limited to very simple 
flow situations. To datc, flows that are at most one dimer~sional in the niean have 
been computed. Thc other two dimensions are assunled to be homogcncons, and 
periodic bor~ndary conditions are used. The use of periodic boundary conditions 
greatly siinplifies the colnputatioa. The current limitations of thesc sinlulations 
to one ?inlensiond, low-Reynolds-number turbulent flows makes then1 lnipractical 
for engir~eering calculations. However, they are being used '2s a research tool in 
fundalkental studies of turbulence. 
Unbounded turbulent flows have been computed quite successfully using both 
direct sirllulation and LES. Homogeneous isotropic turbulence has been computed 
by Orsrag & Patterson (1972) and by many others using direct simulation, and by 
Kwak, Reynolds, & Ferziger (1975), Shannan, Iikrziger, & Reynolds (1975), Man- 
sour et al. (1979), and Antonopoulos-Domis (198 1) using large eddy simulation. 
Rogallo (1981), Feiereisen, Reynolds & Ferziger (1981), and Shirani, Ferziger, & 
Reynolds (1981) have performed direct shnulations of homogeneous turbulence un- 
der the influence of various nie,m strains. Large eddy simulations of these flows 
have also been performed (Kwak, Reynolds, & Ferziger 1975; Shaanan, Ferziger, 
& Reynolds 1975; and Bardina, Ferziger, & Reynolds 1983). The results of these 
computations have been u s d  as test cases for turbulence models. In addition, 
simulations have been performed for tinie-developing nnbounded plane shear layers 
(Mansour et al. 1978; Cain et al. 1981; and Riley & Metcalf 1980). 
Simulation of wall-bounded flows has proved to be more difficult, because the 
energy-producing turbulence structures near the wall are small compared to the 
overall dinlensions of the flow. Deardroff (1970) and Schumann (1973) have per- 
fonned silnulations of fully developed plane channel flow using LES. They were 
able to compute the the flow far from the wall, but the effects of the walls the 
near-wall turbulence were modeled. Moin & Kim (1982), using LES, actually com- 
puted the near-wall flow, but their numerical resolution was insufficient t o  properly 
resolve the near-wall turbulent eddies. However, their calculations did reproduce 
the experimentally observed structure of the flow ucar the wall, though at  scales 
larger than reported experinlcntdly. A near-wall subgrid scale model was included 
to account for the missing production of the under-resolved eddies. The shnula- 
tions being reported here were performed using direct sirnulation, at  sufficiently 
low Reynolds number for all important turbulence scales to be resolved. 
1.3 Numerical  Methoda 
Turbulent flow simulations are often performed using spectral methods. Spectral 
methods are used, because for sufficiently smooth fields, they have a very high 
formal accuracy. This is particularly important in three-dimensional simulations, 
in which the number of modes that can be used in each spatial direction is severely 
limited. In addition, the periodic boundary conditions often used in these problems 
make spectral methods based on Fourier expansions quite natural and easy to apply. 
However, the application of spectral methods to wall-bounded flows is considerably 
more difficult. Fourier expansions are not appropriate for the direction normal to 
the wall because the imposition of the no-slip boundary condition severly degrades 
their accuracy. There is also a fundamental numerical difficulty associated with 
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in wall-bounded donlains when solved 
using spectral methods. The difficulty stems from the continuity equation and 
the no-slip boundary conditions, which appear as constraints to the Navier-Stokes 
equations. When the dynamic equations are time-differenced, the continuity and 
boundary constraints must be imposed on the velocity field at  each time-step. Moin 
& Kim (1980) have shown that when spectral methods are used, the most common 
explicit time-advancement scheme leads to meaningless calculations, because the 
continuity and boundary conditions cannot be properly enforced. They suggest 
implicit time-differencing of the viscous and pressure terms to allow the imposition 
of the constraints. 
Scvcral schemes have been developed for solvi~lg the Navicr-Stokes equations in 
wall-bot~ndcd doninins, :tsing spectral methods. Most of tllese conlputntions have 
used Fourier expansions in two space dimensions. In the method described by 
Moiu & Kiril (1980), the velocity ' ~ l d  pressure arc expressed in ternls of Chcbyshev 
polynomials (and Fourier functions). The n~oii~entnm equations are time-differenced 
with the viscous and pressure terllls treated implicitly. The resulting equations are 
solved siln~zltaneol~sly with the continuity equation and the boundary condition 
equations for the Fourier-Chebyshev coefficie~ts. A nearly block-tridiagonal matrix 
results in the channel problem, in which Cartesian coordinates are used. It was 
found that in cylindrical coordinates a much lllore conlplicated matrix results. 
In isother approach, Orszag & Kells (1980) used a fractional-step scheme, using 
Chebyshev polynomials, which seems to be quite efficient for the ch3r:nel problem. 
Similar schemes have been used in cylindrical coordinates for the flow in a pipe 
(Patera & Orszag 1981) and for Taylor-Couette flow (Marcus, Orszag, & Patera 
1982); however, they result in matrices that are solved in 0(N2) operations, where 
N is the number of Chebyshev polynomials. In the fractional-step scheme used by 
these authors, each time-step is split into three independent "corrections." First, 
the nonlinear terms are explicitly time-advanced, yielding an intermediate field 9 
Then the pressure correction is applied, enforcing the continuity constraint on the 
second intermediate field 5. Finally, the viscous correction is performed, allowing 
the imposition of the boundary conditions on the velocity field a t  the new time-step. 
Note that imposing the continuity constraint on the intermediate field 6 leads tL an 
error in the continuity equation of order AtlRe for the final field. This appears to  
cause no serious problenls in the channel calculations of Orszag and Kells; however, 
Marcus, Orszag, & Patera (1982) experienced some accuracy and stability problems 
related to the splitting when calculating Taylor-Couette flow. 
A third method is given by Kleiser & Schumann (1980), who developed a method 
for the channel problem using Chebyshev polynomials. It is quite similar to the 
fractional-stcp scliclne ~t ic~~rt io~icd above. Ilowevcs, a procc:drlr': is ~rsc!tl to detcr- 
~nitrc? tlre propcr I>(>~ti!(tiwy coriclitioiis for the pressurtb to  ensulc: s;ttisfit~tio~l of tlie 
conti~luity ocl~rat.iou. Tliis ~~lt:l.l~od is quit.e eflicicnt for the chniilicl problcni, a i d  
hlarcus (1983) has cxtciitled this method to cylinclrical coortliilates lo solve Taylor- 
Couctte flow. 
Fillally Lcon;tr<l & Wray (1982) recently dcvelopcd a new nlctllod and applied it 
to flow in a pipe. A spectral representation based o ~ i  Jacobi polynoniials was used 
which inherently satisfies the continuity and boilndary constraints. 
In the method used here, we follow Leonard & Wray (1082) and represent the 
velocity field using vector functions that satisfy the continuity cquation and bound- 
ary condilions. In this way, these constraints are al~tolllatically satisfied. Satisfying 
the continuity equation also removcq 2 degree of frecdorn, and, since the pressure 
is elilninated from the equations, oniy two dependent variables are left. Applica- 
tion of this method in both Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates using Chebyshev 
polynomials is described in §2, and some illlplementation details are presented in $3. 
1.4 Mot iva t ion  and Objec t ives  
The available turbulence data  for curved wall-bounded flows is deficient in sev- 
eral ways. First, most of the statistical correlations appearing in the Reynolds-stress 
equations, especially those involving pressure and spatial derivatives, are very dif- 
ficult if not in~possible to  measure, and thus are unavailable. Second, detailed 
statistical and time-dependent data  needed to study the structure of turbulence are 
scarce. Finally, in many experiments Taylor-Gortler vortices have been observed on 
coilcave curved walls. However, detailed data  on the variation of relevant turbulence 
parameters with position in the vortices and on the contribution of the vortices to 
turbulent stresses and higher order statistics are not available. 
'I'iirl)111~!11t flow s i ~ ~ ~ u l n t i o n  s 11niq11e1y sllit.cd t,o yrovitlt: t.11(! ilrfor~~li!tion outlitlctl 
nl)ovc. Iblorcovel., s11c11 n sili~ular~ion providcs data  rclevntrt to gcncral wi~ll-I~o~inclctl 
tlows since it is anticipated tlint lnrrny of the fcatures of wn!l-bour~tlctl flows are 
q~~itlit;ltivcly unaNect.cd by lilild curvature. 111 particular, lhe strnctt~rc: ol' the flow 
very tiear the wi~lls can be st~ttlied to discern the curvnttirc-indnccrl tliIfc?renccu 
bct.wecn tlie concave and convex walls in a curved cllnnnel, and, in so doing, the 
near wall features of noncurved wall bot~rldcd flows arc observed as the features 
col~lilion to both walls. A direct .-umcrical simulation of a wall-bounded 40w is 
part ic~~lar ly valunblc for verifying the results of large-eddy simulations, hecause 
a direct simulation has not previously been performed of a jully developed wdl- 
bourtded flow. 
T h e  study reported here was undertaken to perfor111 such a simulation, and had 
thc following specific objectives: 
(a] Develop and verify a fully spectral nurilerical method for incompressible flow 
between parallel pl'mes and concentric cylinders. 
( i i )  Demonstrate the feasibility of performing direct silnulation of a fuliy developed 
wall- bounded turbulent flow. 
(iit] Develop a detailed da ta  base for curved turbulent channel flow to  be used t o  
study curvature effects and the more general featurcs of wall-bounded flows. 
(iu) Assist turbulence modelers by computing quantities of interest that  are difficult 
or impossible to measure. 
(u)  Investigate the presence and role of turbulent Taylor Gortler vortices in this 
flow. 
(vt] Investigate the structure of turbulence present in curved-channel flow nnd more 
general wall-bounded flows, using statistical methods and computer visualiza- 
tions. 
2. Mathematical and Nulnericrrl Considerations 
In this section, a method is described for nutnerically solving the incon~prcssible 
Navier-Stokcs equations in a bounded domain. Much of the material presented 
here appears in Moser, Moin, Pc Lconard (1983) and is included in the hilterest of 
completeness. In the time-advancement procedi~re used here the viscous term is 
treated implicitly, whereas an explicit scheme is used for the nonlinear (convective) 
terms. In this mixed explicit-implicit time-differencing, the explicitly treated terms 
act as forcing terms to the implicit part of the calculation. In essence, then, an 
hnplicit tirne-advancenlent procedure is needed for the forced Stokes equations (the 
nonlinear term is replaced by a forcing term). I t  will be convenient in much of 
the discussion that follows to consider only the Stokes equations; however, the 
Navier-Stokes equations can be easily solved with any scheme for solving the Stokes 
equations, given a technique for computing the nonlinear terms, v x w .  
We consider the forced Stokes equations, 
v = 0 a t  the walls , 
where v is the velocity vector and f is some forcing function. 
2.1 Divergence-Free Vector Expansions 
We seek a finite spatial representation of the velocity vector, v. Since v is con- 
strained to satisfy the continuity equation.and the boundary conditions, we choose 
a representation v,, which inherently satisfies these constraints, 
whcre cuj(t)  arc the coeflicicals of Ihc c.xpansion, iu:d wj(2,y,z)  art: it srl of vector 
functions choscll to satisry 
The representation must also bc complete so that for sutficiently luge  J all vector 
fields of interest can be represented by (2.1.1). 
The representation (2.1.1) is substituted into the Stokes equations (2.0.1) and a 
weighted residual method is used to  obtain ordinary differential equations for the 
coefficients a j ( t ) .  This involves dot nlultiplying the equntionv by a sct of weight 
vectors cmd integrating over the coinputational domain. Vector weight functions 
Qjl are chosen such that 
V . @,I - 0, @ , I  . n = 0 at the walls , (2.1.3)  
where n is a unit vector normal to the wall. When the weight vectors rue formed 
in this way it can be shown, using integration by parts, that the pressure term is 
eliminated from the resulting equations. The result is 
These equations can be written in the compact form, 
where A and B are ( J  + 1) x ( J  + 1)  matrices with elements 
where a is the,vector with elcnlents crj a i d  F is the vcctor with elements 
Equation (2.1.5) is a system of liuear ordinary differential equations which can 
be solved numerically using any standard time-discretization scheme. It shonld 
be noted that evcn an explicit scheme will require "inversion" of the matrix A;  
tliercfore, unless A is much more sparse th<w 8, there is no computational adv; !itage 
in using an explicit scheme. 
It will be useful to consider the scheme describcd above from two ;: ' . :  mints 
of vicw. First, it is shown in Appendix A that if (2.0.1) has a solution, it mzy be 
obtained by solving the following "weak" problem, which is due to Leray (1934): 
where (u ,v )  is an inner product defined as 
and V is the space of all divergence-free vector functions satisfying the no-slip 
boundary conditions with at  least one square integrable derivative . It is clear that 
in the numerical method described above, the functions w, are a basis for a finite 
diniensional snbspace of V (w, has at  !east one square-integrable derivative), and 
the functions a j l  also span a subspace of '$. If' the numerical method is to be 
consistent with (2.1.8) bot3 the finite dinir:nsional subspaces spanned by w, and 
@,I must converge to V as J becomes infin,ite. 
The second point of view is related to the fact that any vcctor field u can be 
uniquely decomposed into two'fields S mrl V+, where S satisfies the no-flow-through 
condition i ~ d  is divergence free (Ch..;in St Marsden 1979). There is a projcction 
operator P which nlitps functions u into divergcncc-free h~nctions S. By rewriting 
(2.0.1) as 
it can be scen that since av/at is di~~rgence-free it is the projection of the right- 
haad  side of (2.1.10), that is, 
As is shown in Appendix A, the numerical method described here can be viewed as 
an approximation to this projection operator, PJ. Let A be the difference between 
the right-hand side of (2.1.10) and its approximate projection, 
If tbe projection were exact, A \\;ould b2 the gradient of the pressure P; however, 
since the projcction is approximate (because of the finite spatial resolution), A is 
not necessarily the gradient of a scalar. The pressirre c a ~  be defined t h r o ~ l ~ h  the 
exact projection of A, 
and P(A) is a truncation error associated with the projection; it will be called the 
projection error. If the numerical method is to converge, the projection error must 
go to zero as J becoxlies infinite; also, we expect that for problems with adequate 
resolution the projcction error will be small. Note that the presence of projection 
error is a manifestation of poor spatial resolution, and it can be monitored to 
ascertain the adequacy of the resolution. 
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2.2 Projectiotl Error 
The projection operator P discussed above maps any vector function into a vector 
function satisfying the no-flow-through condition, not the no-slip condition. In fact, 
for a general vector field, thcrc is no decomposition into S and Vd such that S is 
divergence free and satisfies the no-slip condition (Chorin & Marsdcil 1979). Thus, 
in general, the right-hand side of (2.1.11) is not guaranteed to  vanish a t  the walls. 
Consider the Navier-Stokes equations (f is replaced by v x w in equation 2.0.1). 
If v is such that the right-hand side o: 2.2.2 is sero at the walls, v will be said to 
* 
be a compatible velocity field. This is the cornpatability condition pointed out by 
Moin, Reynolds, & Fersiger (1978). It has been shown (Temam 1983) that with 
ai initial condition that has n > 2 square-integrable dcrivatives, the Navier-Stokes 
equations have a un-que solution for 0 < t < T for some finite time T, which has 
n square integrable derivatives and is compatible in the above sense. Also, av / a t  
has, in general, n - 2 square-integrable derivatives. 
At best then, &/at has two fewer square-integrable derivatives than v;  at worst 
v may not be compatible so that av/a t  does not have even one square integrable 
derivative. In either case, d v l a t  is not as smooth as v and is, therefore, more 
,a Ion error difficult to represent with a numerical method. The spatial discreti? t' 
in a v l a t  may thus be much larger than in v ,  and this error contributes to the 
projection error in the method presented in 52.1. 
The computations of the various states of Taylor-Couette flow described in 54 
have been examiner! fs; projection error. In the low Reynolds-number cases (Taylor 
vortices and wavy Taylor vortices), where the velocity field and a v l a t  are very 
smooth, the rdative projection error 1 P(A)21/I~21 (here I I signifies the averagc 
over a surface parallel to the walls) was less than everywhere. In the higher 
Reynolds-number case of nlodulated wavy vortcx flow, the velocity field and par- 
ticularly the time-derivative field are less slliooth and there is some evidence of 
weak trtrlulence. For this case the the relative projection error was of the order of 
except very near the wall where it was These results confirm that the 
projection error is related to the lack of smoothness of av/at.  
Projection errors have also been observed in the turbulence calculations being 
reported here. Values of 1 P(A)2(/IA21 as large as 1 have been observed near the 
walls. This relative error falls off quickly to  less than going away from the 
wdl. Values of ( I P ( A ) ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ A ( I ~  ( 1 1  . 1 1  signifies the Lz norm) and IIP(A)lliiii)v/atll 
were of the order of It is not surprising that the error is so much larger 
a t  the walls than away from the walls in view of the discussion above. To inves- 
tigate these errors further, the approxiniate projection P 2 J  (using twice as many 
expansion functions) was performed and compared with P J  reported above. The 
projection error P ( A ~ ~ )  at  tbe walls was reduced by an order of magnitude from 
the value reported above, and the errors in the center of the channel were reduced 
by two orders of magnitude. The reduction of error at the wall when the m ~ r e  
accurate projection is used indicates that most of the error in P a t  the wall is not 
caused by the incompatibility of the velocity field. If the velocity field were truly 
inconipatible the wall error would not be reduced with improvcd approximations to 
the projection. Instead, the large values of relative projection error at the walls is 
caused by the finite spatial rzsolution used in the projection. The more rapid re- 
duction of projection error away from the wall is further indication of the difficulty 
of representing avlat near the wall. These projection errors arc indicative of the 
niarginal resolution of the computations. 
2.3 Plane Channel 
In order to use the nlethod rlescribcd in 52.1 the expirnsion filr~ctions and weight 
functions must he chosen. In this section, functions for plcmc-channel flow are 
presented. Although plane-channel flow is not under investigation in this work, it 
is instructive to Erst present the nulnericnl method for this si111ple geometry. The 
functions used in the curvcd clla~inel will be presel~ted in $2.4. 
The l>lcsc-channel flow is homogelleous in the two directions parallel to the walls 
(z and 2).  Therefore, in these directions, periodic boundary conditions and Fourier 
expansions are used. Only the expansions in the direction norlllal to the walls (y) 
need to be determined. It is assumed that the-walls are located at  y = f 1. The 
expansion functions of (2.1 .l)  become 
where 
are the wave numbers; L,, L,  are the pericjs in z and z ,  respectively; L, M are half 
the number of Fourier modes used, and u,(y; k,, k,) are a set of vector functions 
chosen such that 
V . w j m l  = 0 and u,(y = f 1) = 0 .  (2.3.3) 
The weight functions are chosen rrs 
with 
V " @ j ~ m ~ i ~ = O ,  and = f l ) . n = o ,  (2.3.5) 
where n is a unit vector normal to the wall. After using the orthogonality property 
of the colnplex exponentinls to evaluate the x and z portions of the integrals in 
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(2.1.4), the weighted residual method of §2.1 yields the following sc';. of equations 
for each wave-numbcr set k, , k,: 
where Pi# and U, depend parametrically on k, and k,, f is the Fourier transform 
of f ,  and 9 x is the Fourier transformed curl operator. Note that the subscripts I 
and m were introd~~ced for the expansions in the z and z directions but have now 
been dropped for brevity. 
We now turn to the problem of choosing the vectors qjl 'and u,. There is consid- 
erable freedom in this choice. The vectors presented here were constructed to yield 
matrices A and B in (2.1.5) which are banded with sniall bandwidths. This is easily 
accomplished when one of the wave numbers (say k,) is zero. First, vectors will be 
constructed for this special case; later the results will be extended to the general 
case. 
It becomes necessary to split the sets of vectors Q and u into two classes, (a+, 9-1 
and (u+ ,u- ) ,  respectively, each class having a different functional form. This is 
equivalent to independently representing two components of the velocity vector, 
with the third determined by the continuity equntion. To obtain tightly banded 
matrices, we desire that the equat~ons for u+ be decot?pled from the eqlllntions for 
u- , that is, 
, . ' -" 
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A convenient 2baice which satisfies this requirement (for k, = 0) is 
where g, Q, h, and P are indexed functrons of y to be chosen later, and the 
supersrript primes (not on subscripts) indicate differentiation with respect to y. 
cari be easily verified that these vectors satisfy the continuity conditions (2.3.3) and 
(2.3.5); the boundary conditions will be satisfied if 
gj(y = fl) =0,  hj(y = fl) = 0 
(2.3.9) g i ( ~  = f 1) = 0, Qjl(9 = &I) = O . 
It will also be useful in reducing the band widths of matrices A and 8 ,  to require 
that 
Pjl(y= fl) = O  and Qji(y = f 1) = O  . (2.3.10) 
The integrals in (2.1.6) can be evaluated using the identity in Cartesian coordi- 
nates (for V  - u = O), 
VxVxu = -v2u, (2.3.11) 
and integrating by parts with the results 
where i is the k'ourier-transfor~ucd Laplnciau operator, 
Thcrcfore, when the vectors (2.3.8) are used, (2.3.6) is decomposed into two inde- 
pendent equations for the coefficients of u + and u-,  
with matrices as defined in (2.3.12) and F' and F - defined as follows: 
It should be rr-entioned that in Cartesian coordinates (2.3.14) can be derived in 
a more straightfsrward way (this will not be the case in cylindrical coordinates; see 
52.4). Equation (2.3.14b) is readily obtained from the z equation of (2.0.1), after 
Fourier transforming (again k,  = O), 
ao, 1 
- =  - l o , + ! , .  i3t Re 
If the representation 
is used in a weighted residual mcthod with weights P,!, (2.3.14b) is obtained. For 
(2.3.14a), the curl operator is used twice on (2.0.1), which yields 
After Fourier transformir~g and usiug (2.3.11)) the a, eq~irrtion of (2.3.18) is the 
fourth order equation 
The represent a t '  ion 
i 
and the weight functions Q,, yield (2.3.14a). The continuity equation evaloated at 
the wall requires 
which provides the additional boundary conditions on uv t o  make (2.3.18) well 
posed. The x velocity is determined from the continuity equation. Thus, for this 
case, solution of (2.0.1) is equivalent to the solution of (2.3.16) and (2.3.19). These 
equations were solved in a method used by Patera & Orssag (1981). 
Extension of the vectors used above to the general case when k, # 0 and k, # 0 
is straightforward. By rotating the coordinate system abont the y axis, the general 
problem can be reduced to the k, = 0 case already discussed. The new axcs (z' 
and zt) are rotated such that the z' axis is aligned with the vector 
where e, and e, are unit vectors in the x *and z directions. Then, 
and the vectors (2.3.8) can be used. This is the coordinate trcmsformation at the 
heart of Squires' theorem in the hydrodyna~nic stability of plsne parallel shear flows 
(Stuart 1963). 
Finally, the .vectors defined in (2.3.8) are incorliplete when both kz 3nd k, are 
zero. For this casc, the following set of vectors is used: 
This leads to identical matrices for the plus and niinus equations; the derivation 
follows that for (2.3.14b). 
The expansion functions g, Q, h, and P must now be chosen. Strictly orthogonal 
functions (which would lead to diagonal matrices A and B in 2.3.14) should not be 
used because requiring orthogonal functions to satisfy boundary conditions (2.3.9) 
imposes extraneoas conditions on higher derivatives of the functions, which degrades 
the rapid convergence of the method (Gottlieb & Orszag 1977). Instead, we use 
quasi-orthogonal functions, which lead to banded matrices A and 8, and do not 
suffer from this convergence problem. Quasi-orthogonal fiinctions are constructed 
from a set of orthogonal functions which admit general boundary conditions (see 
Gottlieb & Orszag 1977 for a discussion of this class of functions). Since these 
functions do not inherently satisfy any boundary conditions, boundary conditions 
are imposed by forming linear combinations of them to make the quasi-orthogonal 
function. This construction must be done in such a way as to make matrices A and 
8 ,  which involve integrals of the functions and their derivatives, banded. Orthogonal 
polynoniials are suitable for this purpose because they satisfy recursion relations 
which make this construction easier. 
The Chebyshev polynomials have been chosen for this application because they 
have two properties that are particularly useful. (s] They are related to the cosine 
function through a coordinate transformation (Fox & Parker 1068); this allows the 
use of the fast Fourier transform algorithm in evaluating F. ( i t ]  They arc partic- 
ularly efficient for resolving boundary layers near the walls (y =: f 1) (Gottlieb & 
Orsaag 1977). The functions g, Q, h, and P are constructed so that they and thcir 
derivatives have simple forms when expressed as linear combinations of Chebyshev 
polynomials, which guarantees that the matrices A and B are banded. This can be 
accomplished by nlanipulating the recursion relations for the Chebyshev polynomi- 
als. The constructed functions g, Q, h, and P are, 
where T, is the Chebyshev polynomial of order j and the factor 1/(1- y2)'12 ap- 
pearing in Q and P is the weight for the Chebyshev orthogonality relation. 
Other orthogonal polynomials can be used to construcf quasi-orthogonal func- 
tions. This is a consequence of the recursion and differential relationships that 
orthogonal polynomials satisfy (the Chebyshev relationships are particularly sim- 
ple). Thus, there are many possible sets of quasi-orthogonal functions that can be 
used to meet requirements that might be imposed in a given problem. For example, 
Legendre polynomials could be used in this problem instead of Chebyshev polyno- 
mials; in that, case the g and Q functions would be identical, as would the h and P 
functions. The resulting approximation would have identical expansion and weight 
functions so that the analysis in Appendix A would apply. A second example is the 
functions bascd on shifted Jacobi polynomials used by Leonard & Wray (1982) in 
the calculation of flow in a pipe. 
With the choice of the functions g, h, Q and P the method is completely defined. 
Of great interest is the a111ount of computation required to implement this method. 
After taking advantage of the decoupling f even and odd functions, both matrices 
A.' and B T  are banded with two subdiago~ials and four siipercliagonals, and A.-  and 
8 -  have one subdingonill 'md two superdiagonals. Also, the elelnents ui thc ~~iatr iccs 
depend only on the square of the wave numbers k, and k, so that at least two wave- 
number sets can be solved sirnult~uleously. The result is that for each wavc-number 
set k,, k,, the matrices arising from the implicit tune-differencing of (2.3.14) can 
be solved in 30N real additions and multiplications, whcre N is thc number of u+ 
vectors used (three less than the highest-order Chebyshev polynomials used). There 
is some additional computation required to calculate the forcing vector F and to 
perform the coordinate rotations discussed earlier. The total cost is then about 
50N operations. This compares favorably with the 376N operations required for 
matrix solution in the finite difference method used by Moin & Kim (1982). Thus, 
the method is operationally efficient, in addition to offering savings in computer 
storage by reducing the number of independent variables. 
2.4 Curved Channel  
In this section, expansion and weight functions to be used for a curved channel 
will be described. We shall consider the flow in an annulus. In this case the flow is 
assumed to be periodic in the axial (s) and the azimuthal (0) directions. The inner 
and outer walls are located a t  r = r, and r = r,, respectively. Using representation 
and weight vectors as in (2.3.1) and (2.3.4), a result (for cylindrical coordinates) 
similar to (2.3.6) is obtained. 
where @ j , ( ~ )  and uj(r)  depend parametrically on ke and k,, which are the 9 a d  z 
wave numbers. 
Again, it is desirnblc to clioose 9 and u to make A and 0 tiglltly bandccl. Thc 
first step is to attempt to nnco~~plc the cquntiollv for the two sets of veriorv 9 I., 
u f ,  and 9'-, u-. In cylindrical coordinates, however, the appearance of uo in the 
r-component of V x V x u (for V . u = 0) and u, in the 0-component makes the 
decouplixlg more difficult than in the Cartesian case. 
The following vectors satisfy the decoupling requirement, though they have an 
important defect to be discussed later. 
where Qjt and g, are indexed Atnctions of r (not the same as in (2.3.25)) and 
e* x is t; ,e complex conjugate Fourier-trmsfornd curl operator. Satisfaction of 
the contitiuity equation is guaranteed by the identity V . ( V x  u) = 0. In order t o  
enforce the boundary conditions, we require 
Equation (2.4.1) now decomposes into two equations, as in (2.3.14). However, the 
vector functions defined in (2.4.2) are an incomplete set, because the imposition of 
the boundary conditions in (2.4.3) forces the 0-velocity to satisfy the condition 
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which is  too restrictive. To alleviate this problem, the vectors in (2.4.2) are aug- 
me~lted with two extra vectors, 
where j and j' can be 0 or 1. With this addition, aue/ar  can have arbitrary 
values at the walls. It can be shown that a finite number of expansion functions 
u + ,  u-, u" can exactly represent the Fourier components of m y  divergence-free 
velocity field with polynoinial dependence on r that satisfies the no slip boundary 
conditions; therefore, the expansion functions are complete. When the extra vectors 
are included, equations (2.3.14) become 
da -  - d a O  1 A I x + A o - - =  dt &(BIa- + BiaO)  + F-, 
where the matrices are defined ad 
B (4?;),1, = lr u, r dr, 
(2.4.7) 
(8:),1, = 1: 9;. - 6 x 0 x u f  r dr. 
The subscripts/superscripts 7 and P can be the symbols +, -, or 0 as used above. 
The equations in (2.4.6) are coupled, but in .: we,& way that will not significantly 
affect the computational eF.diency of the method (see below). 
The functions g, h, Q, and P are again constructed with Chebyshev polynomials, 
where y = (2r -- r, -- ri)/(ro -. ri), so that v is --1 where r =: r, and +l where 
r - r,. These are the same functions used in the Cartesian problem, except for the 
factors of r and t2. These factors are included to c'mcel the varioas llr'a appearing 
in the t operators, which is necessary if the Chebyshev orthogonality rolations are 
to be used to evaluate the integrals in (2.4.7). 
The coupled equatio~u (2.4.6a-c) can be written as a single equation, as in (2.1.5) 
(a is cc nposed of the vectors a+ ,a-, and a"). The resulting matrices A rrnd 0 
have the special form shown in Figure 2.1. Also shown a e  the bandwidths for 
the variot~s nonzero bands iri the submatrices. Though this matrix is not strictly 
banded, it can be solvcd with no difficulty. As in the Cartesian case, there are wave- 
number symetries that allow the solution of more than one wave-number set at a 
time. Incl-iiding these symmetries, the operation count for the matrix solution for 
each wave-number set ke, k, is 235N additions and multiplications, where N is the 
number of u+ vectors (four fewer than the highest order Chebyshev polynomials 
used). 
The representation presented above is incomplete when k, = 0. The following 
vectors are used in the special case k, = 0, kii # 0: 
where 3, h, Q, and P are as defined in (2.4.8). When k, = 0 and = 0, the 
28 
vectors in (2.4.9) are inconlplct.c. in tliis case t,hc following vectors arc used: 
The vectors in (2.4.9) and (2.4.10) are very similar to the ones used in the Cartesian 
case and lead to uncouplerl sets ..f equations. Solution for these case:! requires less 
colnputation than the general case considered above. 
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3 .Implementittion Details 
The numerical method outlined in $2.4 has been inlplemented on the Cray-XMP 
computer. The code CURVE which iruplements the l~lethod was written in VEC- 
TORAL, which is a language developed at NASA-Alnes Research Center for large- 
scale conlputations on vector processors ( W r y  1983). Some of the import<mt fea- 
tures of CURVE <and some of the other codes used in conjunction with it are dia- 
cussed in the following sections. 
3.1 Time Advancement 
The method outlined in $2.4 is used for the spatial discretization of the Navier- 
Stokes eqnations. For the time-discretization, the viscous terms are advanced us- 
ing the Crank-Nicholson scheme (tray ezoidal rule), whereas secoud order Adams- 
Bashforth is used for the nonlinear terms (f = v x w). The resulting equations 
are 
where 
A, 8, and a are n- defined in $2.4 and the superscripts denote ti~ne-level. Each 
time-step consists of' five steps: 
(a) Compute v x w from vn and on 
(it) Compute Fn, save it, and add F F ~  to ( A  + t&8)oln - %F"-' saved from 
the previous time-step 
(iig Solve 3.1.1 for an+' 
(iu) Compute ( A  + 8)an+' and add it to - FF" saved from step (it) 
(u) Compute vn+' and wn+' from an+l 
Iu tl:e first gtey, v x o is co~liputed by evahiating v and o on a grid of qnadra- 
ture (collocation) ~ ~ o i n t s  and performiiig the rcquircd m111t.ipIications. To eliminate 
aliasing errors, the nlrnlbcr of q~iadrnture points in each direction is cllosen to be 
3/2 the number of modes in that direction (Paterson & Orszag 1971). To evdu- 
ate v a d  w on the grid 'and to exprcsv v x w in terms of Fourier functions and 
Chebyshev polynomials the fast E'ourier-tr.msform algorithm is used. Once an ap- 
proxilnation for v x w in terms of Fourier functions and Chebyshev polynomials is 
obtained, the integrals in (3.1.2) are performed semi-analytically to obtain F. This 
is accomplished by using the aualytically prc-computed values of the integrals 
where e; are the unit vectors in each of the coordinate directions. Thus, the evalu- 
ation of the integrals in (3.1.2) reduces to a matrix multiply. This matrix is banded 
for ,, as defined in (2.4.2), (2.4.9), and (2.4.10). 
Solving (3.1.1) for an+' once the right-hand side is computed requires the solu- 
tion of a system of linear equations defined by tllc matrix ( A  - & B), which has the 
balded structur,e shown in Figure (2.1). This is accomplished using Gauss elimina- 
tion without pivoting. The elements of A and B are pre-computed by analytically 
evall~al:..g the integrals in (2.4.7). Once on+' is known, computing (A+ && B)an+' 
is a banded matrix multiply. 
To compute v x w we must obtain the velocity field v expressed in terms of 
Chebyshev polynonlials instead of the divergence free vector representation. Since 
the vector basis functions uf defined in (2.4.2), (2.4.91, and (2.4.10) are known 
in tcrms of Chebyshev polynomials, this is straiglitforward and again involves a 
banded matrix multiply. Once v is known in terms of Chebyshev polynomials an& 
Fourier functions, o is obtained by differentiation. 
The various matrices required in the above conlptltations a e  computed once and 
stored to be used at each time-step. However, the matrices are functions of the wave 
numbers ko and k,. To avoid storing all these trices for each wave number, they 
are decomposed into sulus of several nlatrices with powers of the wave numbers as 
coefficients; for ex'vnple 
where At ,  Az ,  and A3 are constant matrices, independent of ke and k,. The com- 
ponent matrices are stored, and A(ka, k,) and the other required matrices are re- 
constructed as needed. The component matrices are evaluated using a FORTRAN 
routine (GENMAT) which evaiuates the class of integrals 
analytically given the representation of gj and its derivatives up to order I in terms 
of Chebyshev polynomials, and the representation of Qjl and its derivatives up to 
order i in terms of Chebyshev polynomials divided by (1 - y2) ' /2 .  GENMAT uses 
the Chebyshev orthogonality relation to perform these integrals. 
3.2 Data Management 
The turbiilence simulations being reported here were performed with 65x 128x 128 
(- lo6) Fourier/Chebyshev modes. Because the amount of data involved is much 
larger than will fit in the central memory of the Cray-XMP, it is necessary to 
maintain the data on a secondary storage device and perform the computations 
by loading s~liall sections of the data at a time into central memory. To avoid the 
relatively long access times inherent in disk-based mass storage, a very large (16 
million 64-bit words) solid-state memory called the SSD (Solid State Device) is used 
for the 3econd.q storage. In addition, to reduce the amount of storage required 
on the SSD, the data are packed from 64-bit words to 32-bit words, thus reducing 
the storage and precision by a factor of 2. Note that the 32- hit precision is used 
only 011 the SSD; all coinputntio~is arc. done with 64-bit precision. This rcd~~ction in 
precision each tir~le data is storcd on the SSD has nliniiilid impact on the accuracy 
of the conq>utations. 
To use secondary storage effectively, the co~iiputations and the data base must 
be carefully structured. For each time step, two passes are iilade through the data 
base (see the flow chart in Figurc 3.1). In thc first pass (PASSl), v x w is computed 
and thc required Fourier trarrsforlns in the 8 ruld z directions are performed. In the 
secmd pass (PASSZ), the Chebyshev transfornls in the r direction are performed 
as are the matrix operations outlined in steps (it) through ( i v )  in 53.1. On leaving 
PASS2 and entering PASSl, the main data base (called VDATA) must contain the 
three components of velocity, as wcll as a v o / a r  and au,/ar.  These two derivatives 
are needed to compute the vorticity in PASSl, but they must be computed in 
PASSZ. On leaving PASS1 and entering PASS2, the VDATA data base contains 
the three components of v x o; the space that previously contained the derivatives 
is empty. The data in VDATA are Fourier transformed in the 8 and z directions, 
but are not Chebyshev transformed in the r direction; for example, the velocity is 
stored in VDATA as O(r, ko, k,). In addition to the data in VDATA, the result of 
step (iv) in 53.1 is computed in PASS2 and must be saved to be used in PASS2 
on the next time-step. These data are stored in the secondary data base, RDATA, 
which is accessed only in PASSZ. 
When performing the Fourier transforms, all the data to be transformed must be 
in core memory. Therefore, in PASS1, whcre the transforms in 8 and z are done, 8-2 
planes of data at  individual r locations must be brought into core. In PASS2, we 
only need to have all the data for a given wave-number pair kg, k, in core; however, 
data were loaded into core in r-0 planes to facilitate vectorization. To allow the 
data in VDATA to be brought into core in either r-0 or 8-2 planes it is divided 
into an array of "drawers," each of which can be accessed separately. Each drawer 
contains data for all values of ko and for a few points in r and a few values of k, 
(5 iuid 4, respectively, in the currcrlt cidculations). 'l'o 1)cing in a 0-r plane, a row of 
drawers at coristru~t r is nccesscd; to I)~.ing in an r-O planc, a co111mn of drnwcrs a t  
constant k, is accessed. Each drncvcr is ,umnged to contain the tlata for both wave 
nlinlbers k, and --k,. This is advantageous becituse in PASS:! the niatrices to be 
solved for k, and -k, are identical. The data contained in the ItDATA data base 
are only required in PASS2, so RDATA need not be structured in drawers. It is 
divided illto slabs that conlain several 7-8 plcanes of data. Each slab contains data 
for the sanie values of k, as a column of drawcrs ~ I I  the VDATA data base. See 
Appendix B for more information on tho data b'ases. 
3.3 Stat is t ics  
A variety of statistical correlations have been collected from the turbulence com- 
putations. Aniong the statistics gathered were mean velocity, tnrbulent intensities, 
rms vorticity fluctuations, velocity skewness and flatness factors, and Reynolds shear 
stress. All of these quantities werc calculated as a function of r by averaging the rel- 
evant quantities in the 8 and z directions and time. In addition, the mean velocity 
and Reynolds-stress tensor were obtained as a function of r and z by averaging only 
in 0 and time. To improve the statistical samplc, these two-dimensional statistics 
were also averaged over thc mirror unage of the computed flow ( z  is mapped to  
-z ) .  This was done because the Navier-Stokes equations are invariant with respect 
to  a reflection so that the mirror-image flow is an equally valid solution. 
All terins in the Reynolds-stress tensor balance equations have been computed. 
Again, the relevant quantities werc averaged in the 8 and z directions and in tinie. 
Some of these terms involve the pressure, which is not directly available from the 
computations. To obt'zin the pressure, the following Poisson problem was solved: 
V ~ P = V . A ,  
V P  n =A . n a t  the walls , 
where n is tllc unit vector nor111n1 to tllc wall and A is defined in (2.1.1'2). The 
solution w;~s oobtnit~ctl using n Chebyshev wcightccl residual lr~ethod with expaasion 
functions sat.isfying the dcrivittivc boundary ccnditioo and weight functions Pit ns 
cIcGned in (2.4.8). The contribution of the projection error to  the ltkynolds-stress 
balances was also computed. 
Two point correlations and spectra were compute l in 0 ,  a, 'ad  tinle (t); one- 
diulensional and two-dimensionrrl correlntio~ls have been obtained. Correlations 
and spectra not involving time were found at  selected t locations by computing 
the two-dimensional (8  and z)  energy spectra at  those locations. Tllesc spectra 
were sampled every 20 time-steps throughout the corny-.ltations to ensure a good 
statistical sample. The two-point correlation functions were obtained by Fourier 
transforming the spectra; they includ* the averages over the mirror image-fiow. 
Frequency spectra were obtained by tempord!~ Fourie; transformhig the velocity 
field at selected r locations. This Fourier transform was performed as the calcula- 
tions progressed. The discrete temporal Fourier transform is defined as 
At each time-sample point, the velocities in the chosen plane were multiplied by eiw>' 
for each w,. The result was added to the sum of previously calculated products, 
thus producing the sum in (3.3.2). However, it was not possible to use eq~~a l ly  
spaced w,, as would normally be done in a discrete Fourier transform, because for 
the range of frequencies of interest, this would require too much storage. Instead, 
the wj's were chosen in a geometric series, so that log(w,) are equally spaced. This 
has the advantage that more data are obtained at the low frequencies where most 
of the energy resides. To obtain the two-point correlation, the frequency spectra 
are Fourier transformed; this was accomplished by first interpolating the spectra 
available at the chosen w, points to a set of uniformly spaced points wk using a 
cubic spline. 
4. Verification 
The major verification tests for CURVE have been the computation of several 
states of Taylor-Couette flow. Taylor-Coaette flow is the flow between concentric 
cylinders with the inner cylinder rotating. As the Reynolds nunlber increases this 
flow undergoes a series of three transitions to increasingly complicated laminar 
states before the transition to turbulence. These transitions and the intermediate 
states have been under extensive theoretical, experinlental, and numerical inves- 
tigation; therefore, there is a large body of information concerning this flow with 
which the numerical results can be compared. 
The first transition is from the one-dimensional laminar Taylor-Couette flow to 
a system of counterrotating, cwisymmetric toroidal vortices (Taylor vortices, after 
G. I. Taylor who first predicted thcir existence, Taylor 1023). In addition to the 
formation of the vortices, this transition is marked by a sudden change in slope of 
the torque required to drive the inner cylinder as a function of Reynolds number. 
Both the critical Reynolds number for this transition and the torque for a Reynolds 
number greater than critical have been computed for two geometries: with inner to 
outer radius ratio q = r,/r, = 0.95 and with q = 0.5. These computations were 
performed with no aliasing errors, using nine Fourier modes in the z direction and 
11 Chebyshev polynomials in the r direction. The length in the t direction over 
which periodicity was imposed was chosen to be the wavelength of Taylor vortices 
corresponding to the minimum critical Reynolds number (XI26 = 2.009 for the 
narrow-gap case and 1.988 for the wide-gap case; DiPrinla & Eagles 1977). The 
results of these calculations axe summarized .in table 4.1. 
The critical Reynolds number for transition to axisymmetric Taylor vortices waa 
determined by searching for the Reynolds number at  which a small disturbance 
neither decayed nor grew. A disturbance of wavelength X was added to the laminar 
'i'ABLE 4.1 
Ilesults of Axisyllilnetric Calculations 
Narrow gap 
Wide gap 
q = 0.5 68.19 
t DiPrhna &, Eagles (1977), $ Don 
solution, and the tirne-evolution of the first Fourier coefficient was monitored. The 
disturbance would decay rapidly at  first, until it consisted of only the least stable 
eigenniode; it would then either slowly grow or slowly decay, depending on whether 
the Reynolds number was above or below critical. Critical Reynolds numbers found 
in this way are presented in table 4.1; note that they are in excellent agreement 
with the analysis of DiPrima & Eagles (1977) for both narrow-gap and wide-gap 
problems. 
For the torque calculations, a disturbance to the laminar solution of wavelength 
A was allowed to grow to steady state. The nondimensional torque G (torque per 
unit length normalized by p2, where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid) was 
computed from the formula 
where the overbar denotes average over z.  These calculated torques are presented 
in Table 4.1 together with the data of Donnelly & Simon (1960). However, there are 
two reasons why comparisons with the experimental data should be made with some 
caution. First, the axial wavelength of the Taylor vortices in the experiment was 
not alcnsl~rccl. T l ~ c  wavelength corresponding to ~nirtin~unl critical Reyilolcls nun~ber 
w;rs nscd in tllc cnlculatio~~s a.. a good g~icss, becsusc t t c  lleynoltls nulnbers are 
not far above tllc critical Reynolds numbers, a d  thc expcrirtic~ital conditions wcre 
obtained by slowly increasing tshe spced of the inner cylinder from zero. Second, the 
experil~lental torque values in the subcritical regime arc uot in very good agreeme~rt 
with the torques predicted for laminar Taylor-Couette flow. This is especially true 
for the narrow-gap experiment, in which the experimerital torque is co~isistently 3% 
below the theoretical value. For the wide-gap experiment, the data are within O.G% 
of the la~ninar torque for Reynolds numbers far below critical. In light of these 
considerations, the agreement of the present calculations with the experimental 
data of Dounelly and Sinlon is as good as can be expected (within 3% and 0.5% for 
narrow and wide gaps, respectively). In Figure 4.1, contours of the secondary flow 
stream function are plotted for the narrow-gap case, showing the familiar Taylor 
vortices. 
The next transition is to nonaxisymmetric wavy Taylor vortices. Here, Taylor 
vortices develop waviness in the.azimutha1 direction, with a range of possible wave 
lengths. These waves travel about the cylinder at about half the speed of the inner 
cylinder. 
The critical Reynolds number for the transition to nonaxisymmetric flow for the 
case .!. = 2.007, q = 0.877, and m = 1 (where the 8-wavelength is 2n/m), ww 
determined as before by introducing a disturbance and allowing it to grow or decay. 
In this case, the base flow was Taylor vortices calculated with nine Fourier modes 
and 11 Chebyshev polynomials. For the thrce-dimensional calculations, nine Fourier 
modes were used in the 8 direction. The critical Reynolds number was found in this 
way to be 130, in good agreement with the value of 131 reported by Jones (1981). 
The growth rate and fundamental frequency (precession speed), for an unstable 
nonaxisymlnetric mode (Re = 177.6, A = 2.007, q = 0.877, m = 6) were found 
by allowing a small disturbance to develop until it consisted of only the unstable 
niode. llcsulling v;rl~lcs for growlli rate (1.11 x arid ~)r~ccssion spl~cbtl (2.54) 
x-e witlli~i O.G% ant1 0.5%, respccl.ivaly, of the vnlueu rcportcd I)y Jones (198 I ) .  
I+'ully clevcloped wavy vorliccs (Re : 458., A -- 3.0, q 1- 0.868, m - ti) were 
co~nputed using 31 Vouricr modes in the z dircct.ion, 15 ill the 0 dircctio~~, and 
Chehysllcv yolynol~iii~ls throt~gh ortlcr 32. Figure 4.2 shows contours of axial veloc- 
ity at r -- 0.382r0 (close to the outer cylinder), sl~owing t t ~ c  wave in the 0 direction. 
The calctilated angular wave speed was 0.3344Ri, where R; is the rotation speed of 
the inner cylinder. This is in very good agreement with the experiniental value of 
0.33471Ii of King et a.'. (1983) ant1 the numerical value of 0.3344Qi obtained with 
a different nlethod using sinlilcv resol~ltion (King e t  al. 1983). 
The final transition studied here is from wavy Taylor vortices to nlodulated wavy 
vortices. Modulations appear on the azimuthal traveling wave. These modulations 
may be interpreted as a second traveling wave st a different speed. The second wave 
also has a variety of possible aziiliuthal wavelengths, which give rise to different 
nlodulation patterns. Modulated wavy vortex flow has been computed for the case 
Re = 1300, X = 2.36, ml = rnz = 4, 71 = 0.877. The precessi~n speed of the 
two waves were computed to be 0.327Ri and 0.437Ri, in good agreement with the 
experimentally determined values 0.33Ri and 0.44Ri (Gormm & Swinney 1982). 
In addition, it was found that the wave speeds vary by about 7%, depending on 
the position in the modulation cycle. This frequency modulation is also in good 
agreement with the experiments of Gorman and Swinney. Figure 4 . 3 ~  <and 4.3b 
show contours of axial velocity at  r = 0 . 8 8 6 ~ ~  (close to the inner cylinder) at  times 
separated by 180° in the modulation cycle. Note the more pronounced waviness in 
Figure 4.36 than in Figure 4.3a. 
All the results quoted above show remarkably good agreenlent with theoretical, 
experimental, and other numerical results. The results of these test cases instill 
confidence in the accuracy of the numerical method and the reliability of the code 
that implements it. 
5. Curved Turbulent Charinel Flow 
In this section, results of the direct numerical siiiiulation of curved, turbulent 
channel flow are presented. These compl~tations were pcrformed using ,he nunlerical 
method described in 52 and the code CURVE described in $3. The curvature 
parameter 6/r,, where 6 is the channel half-width and r, is the radius of curvat,ure 
measured at the centerline, was chosen to be 1/79 = 0.0127. This is within the 
range described by Bradshaw (1973) as mild curvature (6/R % 0.01); Bradshaw 
suggested that studies on curvature effects should concentrate on mild curvature 
because in problems of aerodynamic interest strecamline curvature is most often 
mild. Thc computational domain (a scale drawing appears in Figure 5.1) has a 
length of 4 ~ 6 1 3  in the spanwise (t) direction and subtcnds angle 3f 0.16 radians 
in the streainwise (0) direction, which yields a length of 12.646 along the centerline. 
As will be shown in 55.5 the size of the computational doniain wcw sufficiently large 
for the periodic boundary conditions used in the streamwise and spanwise directions 
to cause minimal distortion of the results. 
Unless otherwise stated, results presented throughout this section will be nondi- 
mensionalized with the shear velocity and channel half-width. However, because a 
curved channel is not synimetric with respect to the channel centerline, the defi- 
nition of the shew velocity is not unique. Three different definitions will be used. 
The first two definitions are based on the wall shear-stress a t  each of the two walls, 
that is, 
These will collectivoly be called local u,. The third definition is global; it is obtained 
by analogy to the plane channel. In the plane channel, the inem yressur.r? gradient 
- "is -1  when uornialired by pu:; in the curved rlinnnel, the rncan p rcs r~~re  gradient 
Jz 
is ! so the global u, is defined as 
The global value u,, will be referred to siniply as u,. The Reynolds number based 
on u, and 5 is 168 for the results presented here. This corresponds to a Reynolds 
nunibcr of 2990 based on the ceriterline mean velocity. Reynolds numbers based on 
uri  'and u,, (Rei and Rt ,) are 155 and 180 respectively. 
In these computations, 128 Fourier modes are used to represent the velocity field 
in the z and 8 directions. Chebyshev polynomial- through order 64 are used in the 
r direction. In wall units, grid spacing in the z direction is Az+ = Azu,/v = 6, 
and in the 0 direction it is ?-,+A0 = 18. In the r direction, the closest grid point to  
the wall is a t  y +  = 0.2, and toward the center of the channel the maxinlum spacing 
is Ay+ = 8.2. These grid dimensions are for the coarscst collocation grid that 
can be used to represent the Fourier/Chebyshev velocity representation without 
loss of information; thus the grid dimensions are indicative of the resolution of 
the vclocity field (this is no? the collocation grid used to co~i~putc  he nonlinear 
terms). In computirig tl? convective terms, aliasing erlors were removed since for 
time dcpende~t  problerns aliasing may be particularly damaging (Moser, Moin, & 
Leonard 1983). A tirne-step of 0.0005~/uf was used in these computations, which 
yielded a niaximuln Courant r~umher of 0.8, where the Conrant number C is defined 
The initial condition for these computations was obtained from a low-Reynolds- 
number, large-eddy simulation of Moin & Kin1 (1982). The velorlty field from their 
calculation was sin~ply interpolated to the collocation grid for the current calcula- 
tion. It  ww tthcn allowed to evolve for about 126/u,, a t  which time tho flow reached 
statistical cquijibrium. Tlic calculatio~~s wcre the11 coritinlted io ordcr to  ol)tain an 
adequate statistical sample. Statistics rcported hero wcre averzrged over a tilnc of 
about G6/uT, which corresponds to 1076//Tc1, where Ucr is the ce~ilerlinc niean vcloc- 
ity, The statistics were obtained by averaging in the strea~rlwise direction, in t,iine, 
and often in the spanwisc direction. Ilowcvcr, averages iri the streaniwise direction 
and tirile are not ir.dependent because of the '.raylor hypothesis. Tlie space tinie 
correlation functions in 55.5 indicate that  the largest eddies arc coherent for n trme 
of about 0.56/uT. Thus, the tc~liporal averaging over 66/u, pr~vicies approxilllately 
12 tilnes better sample of the largest etidies t h a .  a single vclocity field. Also, the 
two point spatial correlatiolis (55.4) indicate that the largest eddies are coherent 
in the streaniwise and spanwisc directions over about Q the coliiputationnl domain 
in those directions. Thc statistics reported here therefore represent approxil~iately 
300 independent saniplcs of the largest eddies. This statistical si,niple is cons;,dered 
marginal for some quantities (e.g. two point correlations, spectra, and high order 
moments). 
In the sections to follow, we will be coriccrned with several types of averaging and 
several different velocities. To facilitate discussion, the following notation will be 
used. The velocity vector is cienoted v as in the previous sections, with col~lponents 
v,, vg, and v Z ,  and (a)zot denotes a averaged over the z ,  8 and t coord i~a te  
directions. Two special averages are defined as a = (a),et and 6 = (a)ot .  Several 
averages of the velocity are defined as Ui = q, u, = v, - U;, and ui = v; - 
6,. To faci!itatc compal son with the plane channel, u ,  v ,  'and w will be used 
interchangeably with uo, a,, and u Z ;  .for exstnple U -= Uo and v' = ub. Finally, 
the superscript -t indicates i~ormalization by local u, and v .  All velocities are 
normalized by global u., unless otherwise indicated. When quantities are plotted in 
local wall coordi.iates, they will be normalized such that positive normal velocity is 
directed away from the wall. 
5.1 Mean Sta t i s t ics  
. '1. Tlie lrican velocity iia: becn plottcd in law of the wall coordinates :. liguro 5.2. 
Both u1 and y ' arc basetl on llie local u,. Also plotted are the piane clianrel d ~ t a  
of Eckelmann (197.1) a t  Reynolds nuniber Re, = 146. Thc nlcnn velocities on both 
sides of thc channel nnd tjit data of Eckellnann are in excc!llcnt rrgreclnent for y"  leas 
than 20. For y+ greater than 20, the mean velocity of the unstable (concave) side 
lies bclow the other two. This is the experinientnlly observed cffect of curvature. In 
the experinlents of Hunt & Joubert (1979), with approximately the sa~rie curvature 
and a 10 times largcr Reynr~lds ncmber than in these .:ol;lputationz, the mean- 
velocity proCilcs of the concave imd convex sides did no1 diverge until y  t x 200 (see 
Figure 1.1). In both thc experiments and the computations, Eowtver, the point of 
divergence is a t  approxirnatly the same y l r  location of 0.0015 (here. y is distance 
fro111 the wall). Th's is in accordance with the conjecttlre of I-Ioffincm & Rradshaw 
(1978) that curvature will not affect the law of the wall until y l r  is sufficiently large. 
Also note that the mean- velocity profile of the convex side is in good agreenlent with 
the plane-channzl profi!e of Eckeln~ann, indicating that the effect of curvature on 
the mean-velocity profile is not significant on the convex ~ i d e .  In the experilne~its 
of Hunt & Joubert (1979) the colivex wall mean velocity profile was not in good 
agreement with the plane channel profile at  large y+. This may be due to the much 
higher Reynolds number of the exy eriinents. 
In strongly cilrvcd channels, Wattendorf (1935) and Eskinazi & Yell (1556) ob- 
served a ~egion  of constant mecan angular momentum (dl). In a region of collatant 
mean angular momentu~l ,  the lllean vorticity is zero (poiential flbw in the mean). 
However, in a mild curvature case ( 6 / R  z 0.01), Hunt & Joubert (1979) did not 
observe a constant mean angular momentum region. The mean angular momen- 
tum profile from the current calculation (Figlire 5.3) also shows no constant region, 
which confirii~s that it is probably a stiong curvature egect. 
Turbulent intensities as a function of radial position are shown in Figure 5 .4~ .  As 
expected, turbuleuce intcnsities near the concave wall arc substnrltially highcr th,m 
those near the convex wall. As can bc seen in Figure 5.4b, this difference persists 
-112 
even when the contribution of the Taylor-Giirtler vortices ii: is not included (see 
$5.2). In Figure 5.5 thc intcnsities (?'I2) are plotted in local wall coordinates for 
both sidcs of the channel. Also p1ottc;d are the plane-channel data of Krep~in & 
Eckelmann (1979~) at Reynolds number Re, = 195. The strca~nwise intensities 
-+I2 (a2- ) for both curved wdls and the plane channel are in goo& agreement when 
normalized in this way. The spanwise (G"~) and nornlal (7'12) intensities on both 
curved walls are also in good a g r ~ ~ ~ n e n t  when normalized by local u,. However, their 
--112 
agreement with the data of Kreplin and Eckelmann is not as good as that of u2 . 
In particular, the computed v intensities are considerably below the experimental 
plane channel data. The reasons fot this are not known, but it is unlikely to be a 
curvature effect. 
The turbulent shear stress (-W) is presented in Figure 5.6a along with the con- 
tribution of the Taylor-Giirtler vortices to the turbulent stress (-%) and the total 
shear stress (viscous and turbulent). The differences between the concave and con- 
vex sides are striking. In particular, away from th$ wall the Taylor-Gortler vortices 
make a significant contribution to the concave side Reynolds stress (as much as 
- 
40%), but they contribute negligibly to the convex side. In Figure 5.6b where -ulvl 
normalized by local u, is plotted, it is clear that the curvature has eilhanced the 
Reynolds stress on the concave side relative to the convex side. Figure 5.6c, in 
which -= in local wall coordinates and the data of Eckelmann (1974) are plotted, 
shows that Eckelmann's plane channel data ai Re, = 146 lies bctwcen the concave 
-- 
and convex wall Reynolds stress. The correlation coefficient .iiij/(u2 v2 ) ' I 2  shown 
in Figure 5.7 indicates that streamwise and normal fluctuations ark more corre- 
lated cn the concave side than on the convex side (coefficients of 0.5 as opposed to 
0.4). Away from the wall, this is in part a result of the Taylor-Giirtler vortices, as 
is scen in the ~orrclntion coefficient with the co~itributio~l of the vorticcs removed 
-- -. . -- . - 
(u12)'/ (2~~2 v 1 2 ) ~ / ~ ) .  
On both sides of the channel the corrclation cocficieiit shows a local n~~uriclum 
near the wall (y' sz 10). The same behavior of the correlation cocficient is dis- 
cernible in the calculations of Moil1 8! Kiln (1982). This is most probably a result 
of the prescnce of organized motions near the walls. 
Profiles of rms vorticity fluctuations excluding the contribution of the Taylor- 
GBrtier vortices ( ~ ~ l ' ~ )  nornialized by u,/6 are shown in Figure 5.8~1. Because of 
the large spatial scale of the Taylor-Gortler vortices their contribution to the rms 
vorticity fluctuations is negligible (less than 4%). As was observed by Moin & Kim 
(1982), the spanwise vorticity profile attains its maximum at  the wall, and falls off 
nlonotonically away from the wall, and the strea~awise vorticity profile attains its 
maximum at  the wall and has a local maxin~um a t  y+ = 20. This streanwise rnis 
vorticity profile is consistent with the presence of streamwise vortices near the walls 
(see for example Bakewell & TJu~llley 1967; Blackwelder & Eckelrnanll 1979), since 
such streamwise vorticcs would have vorticity concentrated in their cores, account- 
ing for the maxirnnm in vorticity fluctuations at y+ % 20. The vorticity would also 
change sign as the wall is a~proached because of the nresence of the wall and the 
no-slip boundary conditions. The change of sign would account for the minimum in 
rrns vorticity at y+ 5. The streamwise vortices will be discussed further in 55.4 
and $5.6. A maxinlunl in the streamwise and spanwise rms vorticity at the wall is 
also an expected consequelrce of the "splatting" effect (Moin & Kim 1982) to be 
discussed in $5.3. Away from the walls, the three components of the rms vorticity 
fluctuations are virtually identical, in contrast to the velocity fluctuations, which 
are significantly different. As explained by Moin & Kin1 (1982), the co~tribution of 
small-scale fluctuations to the rms vorticity is much larger than their contribution 
to the intensities, and away fr911i the wal: the small-scale fluctuations are expected 
to be isotropic. 
In Figurc 5.86 the rmu streamwise vorticity fl~tctuations, nondimcnsionalizcd by 
local uz/u for each wall, are shown, as well as the plane-cha~lnel data  of Kastrinakis 
& Eckelmann (1983), a t  Re, = 580. The profiles from both walls are in very good 
agreelnent when nondinlensionalizcd in this way, and they arc in good agrcenlent 
with the plnnc-channel data  for y' greater than 10. However, the experi~nental 
plane-channel profile does not obtain a lninimul~l near the wall, and the col:lputa- 
tionnl and experimental liiniting wall values are in disagreement. Other rese,uchers 
have observed a range of limiting wall values of w, from 0.065 to 0.12 (see Kreplin 
& Eckel~llann 1979a) and Moin & Kill1 (1982) calc~~lated a value of 0.13; 0.19 was 
calculated here. The reason for this discrepancy is not known, but  it is urllikely t o  
be a curvature effect since it is the same on both curved walls. The plain-channel 
calcnlations of Moin & Kim (1982) and the present calculations, which use un- 
related numerical methods, both sl~ow local minima in rnls streamwise vorticity 
fluctuations near the wall. This suggests to us that the computed results, which 
show the minimum, nlay be correct despite their disagreement with Kastrinakis 
and Eckelmann. However, it is possible that the results of the current calculations 
are affected by the projection error (see $2.2). This uncertainty precludes a final 
conclusion on the near-wall behavior of the streamwise vorticity. The limiting wall 
value of the spanwise vorticity fluctuations (0.36) in the present calculations is also 
higher than observed experimentally (0.2 to 0.3, Kreplin & Eckelmann 1979~) and 
the computed value (0.2) of Moin & Kim (1982). 
In Figurc 5.8 the skewness factors of u, v ,  and w (S(u) = 2 / ~ ~ ' ~ )  are shown 
with and without the contribution of the Taylor-Gortlcr vortices; (S(u) and S(ul) ) .  
When the Taylor-Ciirtler vortices are included, ?he skewness of zr becomes large 
and negative away from the walls (as large as -77.22). The reason for this behavior 
will be discussed in the following section. Because of the reflection symmetry of the 
Navier-Stokes equations, the skewness of w should be zero. The very small values 
of w skewness shown in Figure 5.9 indicate that the statistical sainple from which 
the skewness is calculated is adequate. In Figure 5.10, skewness factors from both 
sides of the channel are plotted in local y + coordinates, together wit11 the data of 
Krcplin & F~kelmann (1979a) for the plimc channel. Note that the u' skewness 
factors are in very good agreement with the plane-channel data. The agreement for 
the u' skewness is not nearly as good. The u' skewness of Kreplin and Eckelrnann 
never becomes negative and has a liluch larger value a t  the wall. Also, recent S(u) 
measurenlents by Alfredson & Johansson (1984), which were limited to y+ > 30, 
show no tendency to become negative near the wall. Moin 8 Kin1 (1982) also 
observed negative v skewness factors in the vicinity of the wdl. 
I t  is interesting that the u' skewness at the wall is approximatly 60% higher on 
the convex side than on the concave side, indicating that the large u fluctuations 
associated with high speed fluid arriving from away from the wall are stronger on 
the convex side. This may be attributed to the effect of the Taylor-Gortler vortices 
on the underlying turbulence. On the concave, side there is a region of strong flow 
away form the wall (see §5.2), which would tend to inhibit the motion of high speed 
fluid toward the wall. 
- 
Velocity flatness factors of a, u, and w (F(u) = u 4 / ~ ~ )  are shcwn, with and 
without the contributions of the Taylor-Giirtler vortices (F(u) and F(u1)), in Figure 
5.11. With Taylor-Gortler vortices included, the flatness of u is very large away 
from the wall (see 85.2). When the contribution of the vortices is removed, the 
flatnesses of all three velocity components are between three and four away from 
the walls (a Gaussian distribution has a flatness of 3). Near the wall, the flatness 
factors generally become large, which is indicative of intermittence or spottiness 
of turbulence near the walls. The u' flatness factors for both curved walls are in 
good agreement with the plane-channel data of Kreplin and Eckelnlann (Figure 
5.12). The w' and particularly the v' flatness factors do not agree as well with the 
experiments. The computations of Moin & Kim (1982) show similar disagreement 
of v' flatness with the data of Kreplin and Eckelmann. Near the walls, the flatness 
of v' and w' ar.e extremcly large (as high as 30.83 for v' and 9.62 far w' ) .  Also, the 
flatness iactors of all three velocity components are higher at the convex wall than 
at the concave wall, which suggests that the turbulence is more intermittent very 
near the convex wall. This may be a consequence of the lower Re, on the convex 
side. 
In order to evaluate Bradshaw's (1973) suggestion for a correction to the mixing 
length for curved flows, the constant P in the expression, 
was calculated. Heze, C is the mixing length computed from 
This definition of mixing length is not meaningful where either trv or aU/ar - U / r  
is zero (y = -0.163 and 0.033 respectively) because they do not vanish at  thc same 
place as required by the mixing-length assumption. The refcrence length Lo was 
assumed to be that of a plane-channel computed from the expression 
which is an adaptation of a length-scale expression used by Norris & Reynolds 
(1975). The constants K and A+ were chosen to fit tohe mean-velocity profile of 
Eckelmcvln (1974). Thus, this reference length can be viewed as the mixing length 
implied by Eckelmann's mean-velocity profile. However, near the wall where viscous 
stresses dominate the turbulent shear-stress, the mean-velocity profile is not sensi- 
tive to the mixing length, and the reference length lo is not expected to be relevant 
there. The computed values of P for the convex and concave walls are shown in 
Figure 5.13. In the region where we expect (5.1.1)-(5.1.3) to bc meaningful (say 
40 < y+ < 120), P varies froill about 20 to 2.5, is consistently lower on the 
convex side than on the concave side. Tl~is  is consistent with the recolnmendations 
of Bradshaw (1973). 
It is interesting that on the convex side the value of j? is large despite the fact that 
the velocity profile on the convex side is in good agreement with that of Eckelmann 
(1974) see Figure 5.2. This is because the turbulelit shear stresses (-m) for tLe 
collvex wall and for the plane channel diffcr by as much as 20%. These shear stresses 
result from virtually identical mecan-velocity profiles because of differences in the 
corresponding mean-velocity equations, which result in different expressions for the 
turbulent shear stress in terms of the mean velocity. For the plane channel, the 
shear stress is 
where y, is dist,mce from the wall. For the curved channel, 
where velocities and the pressure have been normalized by the u, local to the convex 
wall. Thus, curvature has a significant effect on the mean equation. 
5.2 Taylor-Gortler Vortices 
In laboratory experiments, Taylor-Gortler vortices can be made stationary by 
introducing weak disturbances into the boundary layer upstream of the curve? 
section (see $1.1). These controlled disturbances have the effect of triggering t h l  
Gortler instability, causing the vortices to grow in preferred locations. In the present 
computation the analogous upstream disturbances are the Taylor-Gortler vorticzs 
themselves as they are convected out the downstrean1 end of the computational 
domain and are reintroduced at the upstream boundaiy by the periodic boundary 
conditions. A similar yhenon~enon occllrs in high-'Reynolds-11u111ber Taylor-Couette 
flow; allhough the flow is fully t u r b ~ ~ l c n t ,  there are stationary, axisy~rixlictric Taylor 
vortices present (Coles 1965) because of thc pcriotlicity in the azimuthal dircction. 
Note that nothing precludes the vortices fro111 moving in the spanwise direction; 
the spanwise periodicity does not force then1 to reiilnin stationary. However, the 
periodic boundary conditions in the spanwise dircction do have the artificial effect 
of restricting the possible wavelengths of the Taylor-Gortler vortices. Tlic results in 
this section concerning the effects of presumably stationary 'l'aylor-Gortlcr vortices 
are expected to be valid for nolistntionary vorticcs, as long as they are cohcrent over 
distar~ces and times much larger than the length and t i~i ie  scales of the underlying 
turbulence. Also note that these calculations are fundamentally different from the 
experiments hi which disturbances nre introduced to lock in the vortices, because 
here no artificial disturbunces were introduced. The conlputations were started with 
a turbulent velocity field take11 from the computations of Moin & Kiln (1982) which 
was allowed to evolve in the curved channel. The Taylor-Gortler vortices in this 
conlputation developed fro111 turbulent fl~~ctuat~ions with a broad spectrum. 
In order to study turbulent Taylor-Gortler vortices they niust be ciifferentiated 
from the underlying turbulence. For this study the vorticcs are determined to be 
the average of the velocity Geld in 8 and t minus the average in 8 ,  z and t (+ - 7). 
Other definitions are possible; for example, any spatial and/or temporal fil tcr could 
be used (the averages used here are a special case). Note that since the temporal 
average is over a finite time, the vortices that survive this averaging may actually 
be moving or evolving cin a time scale of the averaging tilile (66/u,) or longer. 
Therefore, with the current method it is not possible to determine whether the 
vortices are drifting or not. If slowly drifting Taylor-Gortler vortices were present, 
the results of the averaging performed here would underestimate their strength and 
effects. Thus the effects of the vortices reported in this and other sections niay be 
understated. Qtl~er sche~lics for differentiating the Ta~.lor-C'iirtlcr vortices from the 
underlying turbulence are a topic for future work. 
The Taylor-Cortler vortices were isolalcd by deterniiriing the average vclocity + as 
a function of r and z. I11 Figure 5.14 thc secondary flow streamlines of the vortices 
arc plotted. The s t r ea~~l ines  before and after averaging over the niirror image 
flow arc shown (z is mapped to -2, see §3.3). Note tliat the effect of averaging 
over the mirror image is to make the contour lines somewhat smoother, and to  
remove a minor asymmetry of the vortices. Averaging over the mirror image flow 
was performed for all the renlaining results in this section, which had the effect of 
removing siniilar asyn~nietries from the results. In this and all subsequent contour 
plots, negative quantities arc denoted by dashed lines. The streamlines show that 
the vortices fill the entire channel, though they are concentrated soniewhat on the 
concave side. Between the two vortices, where the streamlines are closely packed, 
is a region of relatively strong flow away from the concave wall. Note that the flow 
toward the concave wall due to the Taylor-Gortler vortices is significantly more 
diffuse than the flow away froni the concave wall. The contorted shape of the 
outer contours is an artifact of the finite statistical sample used; so no particular 
significance should be attached to it. 
In Figure 5.15 the spanwise variation of the wall shear-stress is shown for both 
walls (& -1 ). The z position of the plot is aligned with Figure 5.146. 
r=r, ,r,, 
On the concave wall, there is a very sharp lninimum in shear stress located between 
the vortices. The oscillatory behavior of the shcar-stress curves on both walls is 
attributed to a poor statistical sample. On tlie convex side, the cffect of the vortices 
is SO small that it is masked by the statistical noise. 
Contours of the average velocities associated with the Taylor-GGrtler vortices are 
shown in Figure 5.16. The intense region of negative r velocity is evident in the area 
between the vortices. Note that the largest radial velocity is 0 . 8 5 ~ ~  or about 5% of 
the centerline velocity. This strong radial flow convects low-speed flaid away from 
the wall, giving rise to an area of strongly negative iio that has a magnitude as large 
as 2 . 8 ~ ~  (about 15% of the centerline velocity). It is clear that the region of strong 
negative i, is responsible for most of the Reynolds stress contributed by the Tirylor- 
Giirtler vortices, as can be seen in Figure 5.17 where the contours of iii, are plotted. 
In the middle of the region of strong radial flow, the local Taylor-Gortler Reynolds 
stress is as high as 1 .5~:  (recall that the nlaximum contribution of the vortices to  
Reynolds stress is about 0.2~:). Also of interest is the significant gradient of the 
streaniwise and spanwise velocities (aC/ar and aG/ar)  near the concave wall, as 
indicated by the concentration of contour lines in Figures 5.16a and c. The gradient 
of the streamwise velocity is responsible for the large defect in shear stress on the 
concave side (Figure 5.15). 
It  is now clear why the skewness S(u) and flatness F ( u )  that include the contri- 
bution of the Taylor-Gortler vortices are so large away from the walls'. The intense 
region of negative ii makes the velocity distribution of the vortices extremely skew. 
This region also contributes greatly to C4, resulting in a very large flatness. There 
is probably no significant effect on S(v)  and F ( v )  because 6 is small compared t o  
the fluctuations of the underlying turbulence. 
The Taylor-Gortler vortices affect the underlying turbulence by convecting it 
along the streamlines in Figure 5.14, and by introducing a secondary strain field 
which contributes io its production. In Figure 5.18 the contribution of the un- 
derlying turbulence to the components of the Reynolds stress tensor are shown as 
- - 
a function of r and z. Plotted are contours of u:ui - u:ug ; the mean value is 
subtracted to make the variations more apparetlt. 
In the plots of the diagonal elements of the Reynolds-stress tensor (Figure 5.18 
N N - CV - 
a, b and c for -uL2 - uL2, ut2 - ui2, and uk2 -- ui2, respectively) there is a strong 
positive region slightly away from the concave wall centered on the region of strong 
negative ii, (labeled A in the figures). This is the result of the turbulence near the 
wall, where the intensities are maximum (see Figure 5.46), being convected toward 
N - 
the center of hhe channel by the strong ir,. The positive region of u? - uf is 
the strongest of tlie three, sincc the maxin~uin in intensity near the wall is lllost 
N - 
pronounced for the 8 intensity. Likewise, u:? - u:2 has the weakest such positive 
region, because the maxi11111111 in r intensity is lcast pronounced. T ~ w c ~ d  the sides 
of the plot domain, where 6 ,  is weak but  positive, the opposite nlcchanism (fluid 
with a low turbulence level corivected toward the coilcave wall) produces the regions 
N - 
of negative ui2 - U? in the region labeled B. I t  could also be argued that a similar 
convection mechanism is a t  work near the convex wall; however, the cffect is much 
weaker and cannot be reliably differentiated from statistical noise. 
N - 
Near the concave wall ( y i  < 20) there is a region of vcry intense ~legative uL2 - ub2 
under the positive regions discussed in the previous paragraph (labeled C). There 
N - 
is a similar, though considerably weaker, region of negative ui2 - ui2. In Figure 
N 
5 . 1 6 ~  we saw that aiio/ar was positive in this same area. Thus, production of u&2 is 
N - 
adversely affected, which would contribute to the depression of ui2 -uk2 in region C .  
- - N - 
The Reynolds shear-stress term ubu: - ubu: (Figure 5.19) is similar to  ub2 - ub2 
in that it is positive in region A and negative in regions B and C. Convection is 
/Y 
responsible for the behavior in regions A and B. In region C, the production of ubvk 
is suppressed, contributing to the negative values there. 
5.3 Reynolds Stress Balance Equations 
The Reynolds-stress equations in cylindrical coordi~~ates  are derived in Appendix 
C. Here we consider the Reynolds-stress equations for the special case in which 
the mean velocity Uo only varies in the radial direction. For this special case, the 
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where c is the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. In these equations ((5.3.1) 
and (5.3.2)) the terms on the right-hand sides are jabeled (in ortier of appearance) 
production, convection, turbulent diffusion, velocity-pressure gradient (VPG),viucous 
diffusion, u d  dissipation. Zeros appearing in the eqiiati:,ns indicate terms that are 
identically zero. Many of thc terms in the Reynolds-stress equations in cylindrical 
coordinates do not appear UI the corresponding equations in Cartesian coordinates; 
they are the so-called "extra" terms (Bradshaw 1973). These tertns r,eflect the fact 
that in cylindrical coordinates the orientation of the coordinate axes is a function of 
8. If the flow is homogeneous in the 8 direction, the orientation of the mean velocity 
vector and the principal axes of the Reynolds-stress tensor are also a function of 8. 
This gives rise to streamwise ( 8 )  kradients of mean velocity and Reynolds stress. 
The streamwise gradients contribute to production, convection, and diffitsion of 
the Reynolds stresses. For exa~l~ple, in the 3 equation the production term consists 
aU/r 
of two parts: -2Wr7 which represents the production of 3 by interaction of 
turbulence with the mean shear; and -2m: which is the production caused by the 
interaction of turbulence with the streamwise gradient of the mean velocity vector. 
Similar streamwise production terms appear in the balance of 3 and E. The 
convectiou terms in each of the equations represent tho convection of the Reynolds 
stresses by the mean reocity; this is not zero because of the lionzero strca,mwise 
gradients of the Reynolds-stress tensor. The diffusion terms. consist of diffusion in 
the radial direction (! 9) and diffusion in the streamwise direction, wi.ich acts to 
diminish the gradient of the stress tensor in the streamwise direction. 
- 
In tlic tc2 equation, all the st.r::n.iiiwiuo I;ritJic~~t terms are t,Ilr: sanlt: KJ in ',lrc, v:? 
equation wit11 oppositc sign, and thcrc arc no strzirnlwise p,ri\die~lt. tf. : in thc &j 
equation. Thns, thesc tcrnls do no1 contrihulc! to tlie eq~ia.tiori for the kinc1.i~ ellorgy 
- 
q2. 'J'he reason is that there is no strca~nwisc gri~dietit of i2 since it id ;In irrvariailt 
of the Itcyn~lds-stress tensor. 
Equations 5.3.1 are derived from the Navier-Stdokcs cqltations. Whcn tlie Nivior- 
Stokes equations are discretizcd in space anti ti~rie by the mothod ou t l i~~cd  in $2 and 
$3: an additional term enters each equation, which rcprcricnts the coritrihulion of 
. -. -- -  - - . -- -- - 
tlie projection error (see 52.2). This projection-error tcrm, u iP(A) ,  i I ~ , P ( A ) ;  ( A  
is aa defined in (?.1.12)), was conlputed and found to be ~~cgligibly small colnpnrcd 
with other terms in t,he equ a t '  Ions. 
In Figures 5.20, 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 the various terms in the Reynolcls-strcss bal- 
ance equat,ions (5.3.1) are plotted in local wall coordinates for both wills (vclocitieu 
nondunensionalized by local u, aid lengths by v!u,). This no~~dimcnsionalizrttio: 
is consistent with the wall-similarity hypothcsis, and attc?mpts to  cliciinate the ef- 
fect of the different Hcync:ds ai l~nbers  on t!le concavc alld convex walls. Exccpt 
for the streamwise turbulent diIT11sion in the 3 equation, none of thc tcrrris due to  
strcamwise gradients are includc:l b e c a ~ ~ s e  tlicy ,are negligibly sniall. 'hrnls in each 
of the equations sltow remark;tbly littlc diffcrrnce I~etwecn the concave and con- 
vex sides of the cl~~vlnel  when plotted in local ~l)nl.! coordinutes. The few significant 
differences will bc discussed after we exanline the common features. 
The iT equation is Iagely donlinatzcl by production a ~ i d  dissipation. There is 
a large pehk in prodt~ction near t.hc wall (y ' x L5), which is balanced in part by 
- - 
the large dissipation n2ar the wall. 'I~ubuleot, and viscolls dilf~isioi~ carry 212 eticrgy 
from the region of lnaxilnum production (note the minima in viscous arid t.11rbulent 
diffusion) in both directions, away frolr~ a i d  toward the wi~ll. Very ncar the wall, 
the extreme values of dissipa! ,on arc bdanccd by difl~~sinii from the 111axitnunl 
production region. Far fro111 111~ wall, production thc positivc cont.l*it)utio~~ of 
turbulent dirusion are balanced by dissipation arid the vclocity prcssurc grzdient 
terms. I r  the 2 ccluation, the velocity pressure gradient tern, consists entirely 
of thc prcsuure-strain correlation which reprcsents tratlsfer of energy to the other 
coniponents or" turbulent intensity (3 and z). 
Since the 7 and 3 equations contain no significant prodilction tern~s, their only 
source of energy is the pressure-strain correlation. In Figure 5.24, the pressure-strain 
- - 
terms appearing in the u2,  v2, and 3 equations are plotted together. Beyond yf 
of 20, the major effcct of the pressure-strain corrclation is to distribute energy from 
the 2 component to the 2 and 2 components. However, close to the wall there is 
a large transfer from the normal component, 2, to  the other coill;~o*{ ~ t s .  This was 
observed by Moin & Kin1 (1982) in their computations of plane-cliz nel flow and was 
referred to as the "splatting" or impingement effect. It  is cawed by fluid elenients 
coming from away from the wall, impinging on it, and transferring their energy to 
motion parallel to the wall. Because of the no-slip boundary conditions and vortex 
stretching, the splattirlg effect gives rise to larze streamwise and spariwise vorticity 
fluctuations, as seen in Figure 5.8. 
In the 3 equation, the pressure-strain and pressure-diffusion terms colnbir* to 
form the vclocity pressure gradient term. In Figure 5.21 the velocity pre~sure- 
gradient correlation is the major positive contribution to 3. Note that it is only 
slightly negative aear the wall, implying that the pressure diffusion term is posi- 
tive near the wall to cancel the negative pressure-strain term. The pressure-strain 
correlation, which is the source of 2 energy, is maximulii at y+ 3 35. As in the 
- 
u2 eqnrrtion, energy is diffused from this locatioll in both directions, toward and 
away from the wall, the predominant term being the turbulent diffusion. Kincmatic 
constrnin~s OJ. the normal velocity (av/ar  =; 0 a t  the walls) require that the vis- 
c o ~ s  dicusion and viscous dissipat;ion of 3 have zero slope at the wall. This is not 
apparent in Figure 5.21; however, when the region around the origin is lilagnified 
(Figure 5.25) it can be seen that these slopes are indeed zero. 
Pressure-strain and viscous dissipation dominate the 3 equation. Very ncar the 
wall, however, there is siga~ficant viscol~s diffusion. 
In the 'ILt, equation, the production dominates, and again there is viscol~s 'and 
turbulent diffusion from the maximum source region (y'  zz 15) toward and away 
from the wall. However, in this case tlie viscous dissipation is negligible allnost 
everywhere, and the production is balanced by the velocity pressure gradient and 
turbulent-diffusion terms. 
It is interesting to compare the current Reynolds-stress balances to those obtained 
by Moin & .Kin1 (1982). As with other statistical correlations, there is n remarkable 
similarity of the 2 and 2 balances in this study and those reported by Moin and 
Kim, thosgh there are differences in the y+  locations of the maxima, minima, and 
zero crossings of the various terms. In general, the y+ location of each feature is 
larger in the calculations of Moin and Kim. This difference is due to the resolution 
in their complltations which was inadequate to resolve the wall-layer structures a t  
their proDeL scale. 
The 3 and GG balances appear quite differeni in the two calculations. However, 
iu the case of 7, if we approach the wall from the center of the channel, the 
szme features a observed in both calculations thoi~gh a t  different y' locations. 
In addition, in the vicinity of the wall (y+ < 15), Moin and Kim show a relatively 
large magnitude of turbulent diffusion balanced by a large velocity pressure-gradient 
term. This is not found in the present calculations. Note that  in both calcuiations 
the location of the maximum in the turbulent diffusion term (y+ = 15 here and 
y k  = 30 in Moin and Kim) is a t  the same location as the minimum in the v 
skewness factor. 
- - -  
The balance of the turbulent kinetic energy k g 2  = u2 - t v 2 +  ul2 is shown in Figure 
5.26. The kinetic energy equation is dominated by the G2 term, so this balance is 
very similar to the 2 balance. As wpn seen above the turhuiL. t diffusion is positive 
very near the wall as a result of t,:c 4 ,  (usion of energy from the maximum source 
region. In contrast, the estimated balauce of Townsend (1976) shows no positive 
region of turbulent diffusion. Moreover, Townsend shows a very large pressure 
diffusion term near the wall which is also contrary (in relative magnitude) to the 
current results and to those of Moin & Kiln (1982). Townsend's estirnatcs for the 
remaining terms are in qualitative agreement with the current calculations. 
As was noted above the ternis of thc Reynolds-stress ba1anc.e are remarkably simi- 
lar on the convex and concave sides (when norlnalized by local wall variables). There 
are, however, several significant differences. In the 2 equation, the production is 
sonlewhat higher on the concave side (about lo%), and near the wall (y+ < 25) the 
turblllent diffusion is lower. The opposite is true in the 3 balance, in which the 
turh~~lent  diffusion is larger on the concave side. The E balances show the most 
diffL;ences between the concave <and cocvex sides. This is not surprising since % 
itself shows more differences between the two sides than the turbulence intensities. 
On the concave side the peak pl.oduction of -G is about 5% less than on the convex 
side, a result of the smaller values of a U / d r  on the concave side when expressed 
in local wall coordinates. The vclocity pressure gradient term is as  much as 20% 
greater on the convex side, and the turbulent diffusion froin the lnaximutn source 
region is about 40% lower on the concave side. Also, in this halance the streamwi:, : 
turbulence diffusion is significant and contributes to -E on the concave side and 
diminishes -m on the convex side. Note that away from the walls the streamwise 
turbulent diffusion is as large as the radial diffusion (about 20% of production). 
Many of the. differences Lted above are in the turbulent diffusion and pr, ~ s s u r e  
strain terms. The turbulent diffusioli terms in these calculations include several 
eifects: the convection of the underlying turbulence by the Taylor-Gortler vortices, 
the actual turbulent diffusion oi the ur,derlying turbulence, and the enhancement (or 
diminishment) of that diffusion by the R2yleigh instability mechanism. The effects 
of thc Taylor-Gortler vurtices and the Rayleigh mechanism on the concave wall 
will be opposite that on the convex wall, so i t  is not surprising that the turbulent 
diffusion is different on the two walls. This is in rtccordulce with t3rnclshaw's (1973) 
assertion that c~~rvature  cffccts on the lteynolds-stress equations must appear in the 
higher order statistical correlations. Bradshaw's argr~lrlent would also suggest that 
the pressure strain terms should be affected since they can be expressed as integrals 
of two-point triple correlations of the velocity gradients (see for esalrlple Launder, 
Reece, & Rodi 1974). The significeant curvature effects on the iii prcssure-strain 
terms is also in accordance with the suggestions of Laundcr, Reece, 8~ Rodi (1974) 
and So (1975) that curvature effects can be accounted for by properly modeling the 
pressure strain terms. 
I t  is interesting that thc dissipation terms, which are dominated by the small 
scales, are in very good agreement on the two walls. Also, ai lloted in $5.1, the 
rms vorticity fluctuations, which are sensitive to the small scales, were in good 
agreement in local wall variables. This suggests that curvature has a minimal effect 
on the small scales of turbulence. 
5.4 Spectra and Two Point Spatial Correlations 
One dimensional, two-point correlation furctions, 
(no summation) are plotted in Figures 5.27 and 5.28 a t  six r locations. The corre- 
lations have nonzero values for large separations, indicating that the length of the 
computational domain in the streamwise direction is somewhat inadequate. How- 
ever, the values are small, which suggests that the periodic boundary conditions in 
the streamwise and spanwise directions have not significantly distorted the compu- 
tations. Also, as expected, for small disp!acements, the correlation of the velocity 
component in the direction of the tlisplsce~llent is gc!atcr than for tllc trn~lsverse 
conlponents. 
Very near the walls, Roo(&) decays very slowly with increasing 68, which indicates 
that structures are coherent over long distai~ces in the streamwisc direction. In the 
spanwise direction, Roo(6z) decays to zero very quickly, sliowi~ig that the spanwise 
extent of these structures is much smaller. Also, Roo(&) becoines negative 'and 
reaches a minimum a t  62+ z 50. The presencc of a negative mininiul~~ in Re*(&) 
and the slow decay of Ree(@) are clear evidence of elongated rcgions of high and 
low speed fluid alternating in the spanwise direction (streaks). The location of the 
minimum is the mean distance between a high speed and a low speed streak; thus, 
the mean streak spacing is twice this distance (A' x loo), in agreement with Kline 
e t  al. (1967). At a greater dist,ance from the walls, the pronounced niini~num in 
Roo(6z) does not appear. This is also in accordance with the observations of Kline 
e t  al. that the high aud low speed streaks are confined to a region close to the wall. 
Note that near the wall, R,,(6z) and Rz,(6z) also attain negative minima, indicat- 
ing the existence of alternating rcgions of positive aid negative u: and u:, though 
the sti-eamwise coherence of these regions is significantly smaller than that for u;. 
The locaticn of the minimum in Rzz(6z) is a t  62 = 50, but the minir~lun~ in Rrr(6z) 
is at 62 z 25. 
Bakewell & Luniley (1967) and Blackwelder & Eckelmann (. '-9). among others, 
have proposed that the wall region is dominated by pairs of c o u ~  rotating stream- 
wise vortices. These vortex pairs are thought to have a long streamwise extent, and 
to be responsible for the low and high speed streaks. I-lowever, the streamwisc two- 
point correlat~ons show that 1;he streamwise coherence of v' and w' fluctuations is 
smaller t h a ~ i  that of u' fluctuations; as will be seen in $5.6, thz v' and w' velocities 
do not exhibit streakiness near the walls. If such vortex pairs provided a signifizant 
contribution to TJ' and w' fluctuations, they would give rise to spanwise two-point 
correlatiou functions of u and w with negative minima. The position of the mini- 
niunl in RZ,(6z) would be rclated to the lnean distance between vortices of oppositc 
sense, and the lnini~nul~l in R,,(bz) would be related to  the meall distance across 
a vortex. In Figure 5.29 the spanwise two-point correlation functions a t  several y 
locations near the concave wall are shown. An important feature of these correla- 
tion functio~ls is that R,, (62) does not have a negative miniinurn beyond y + .= 18, 
whereas Ruo(6z) and Rr,(6z) do. The absence of a minimum in RZ,(6z) implies that 
vortex pairs, with their centers at the same y location, w e  not a doniinant feature of 
the near-wall turbulence. But, this does not preclude the existence of vortex pairs 
with the vortex centers at different y locations. The existence of solitary vortices 
is consistent with the behavior of R,,(bz). Moreover, the fact that tlie location of 
the minimum in Rrr(6z) moves to  larger separations as the distance from the wall 
increases, indicates that vortices away from the wall have larger di'ameters than 
those near the wall. 
The spanwise two-point correlations reported here are in disagreement with the 
measurements of Gupta, Laufer, & Kaplan (1971) in a turbulent boundary layer. 
Their experimentally determined R,,(bz) measured at y+ < 12 did not become 
significantly negative and did not have a distinct minimum. They showed no indi- 
cation of the presence of the near-wall streaks. This led them to abandon R,,(bz) 
as a useful quantity for investigating the near-wall streaks. However, it is clear that 
if the streaks are the dominant structures in the viscous sublayer, as observed by 
many investigators, they must produce spanwise two-point corrclation functions of 
u' with a negative mininluni as presented here. These calculations, the experin~ents 
of Bakewell & Lumley (1967) and Tritton (1067), and the computations of Moin 
& Kiln (1982) all obtain niininla in the spanwise two-point corrclation of u'. Thus 
we must conclude that the correlation functions of Guptn et  al. 'and their conclu- 
sion that the two-point correlation function carries no sti.uctural information are in 
error. 
Length scales related to the integral length scale may be determined from the 
one-dimensional, two-point correlation functions using the following definitions: 
The choice of 0.1 is arbitrary. This definition is used hstead of the integral scale 
because it is insensitive to the correlation function at large separation, where statis- 
tical noise is significant. The values of these length scales are plotked in Figure 5.30 
along with a length scale used by Norris & Reynolds (1975) for the plane channcl. 
Note that the streamwise length scales turn up near the walls (especially L:), and 
that the spanwise length scales are significantly smaller near the walls than ir! the 
regions away from the walls. Also, L: and Lr are greater than the other length- 
scale components in accordance with the observation that correlatious are greater 
for components in the direction of the displacement. It is also of bterest to calculate 
Lr to compare with the streamwise aild spanwise length scales. 
The two-dimensional, two-point correlation functiom, 
Ki  (68,bz) = u: (7,9, Z ,  t)ul ( r ,  - 9 + 68, z + 6t, t j  
. 9 
have been computed at selected r locations. Isoconelation contours are shown 
in Figures 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33. Near the walls, these correlations are elongated 
in the streamwise direction, while surrounded by negative regions in the spanwise 
direction. The positive region of the Ree correlation extends approxinlately 400 wall 
units in the streamwise direction, which is indicative of the length over which the 
high and low speed wall streaks are substantially coherent. Note that the R,, and 
R,, correlation; arc not as coherent in the streamwise direction. Also, the width 
in the spanwise direction of the R,, correlation is considerably smaller than the 
other two. These observations are consistent with the deductions made from the 
one-dimensional correlations discussed above. 
Away from the wall, only the Roo correlation is signilicrrntly clongnted in the 
streamwise direction; R,, and R,, have contour lines which arc al~nost circular. 
This is consistent with the spanwise space-time corrclations of Kovasznay, Kibens, 
& Blackwelder (1970), which are related to the space-space corrclations through the 
Taylor hypothesis. 
One-dimensional energy spectra, defined as the Fourier transfor~n of the two-point 
correlations, have been computed (they appear in Figures 5.34 and 5.35): 
8,z, t)u: (r, 6 + P,  r ,  t)eit'O' dB1 , 
(5.4.4) 
Eii(k,) = - u:(r, 8,  Z ,  t)uj(r, 8,  r + z', t)ciL*" dzl . L, 1. 
All of these spectra show at least a 2 decade reduction of the high wave-number 
energy density compared with the low wave-numbers. In addition, none of the spec- 
tra show a significant upturning at  the highest wave-numbers. These observations 
indicate that the present computational resolution is adequate. 
Throughout the channel, the spectra a t  high wave numbers (as well as the low 
wave numbers) exhibit anisotropy. Near the walls, the spectra Eii(k,) attain local 
maxima. These maxima occur at the wave numbers corresponding to the minima in 
the two-point correlation function (k, x 10 for Eeo and E,,, and k, w 20 for Err; 
here we are discocnting the small glitch in ~ , , (k , )  very near the concave wall as 
statistical noise). The spectra Err(kz) exhibit a local maximum throughout most of 
the channel, just as Rr,(6z) maintains its negative minimum far from the wall. Far 
from the wall, the spectra Eii(ko) are not smooth for low wave numbers, which is an 
indication of poor statistical sample. This is probably a result of the slow evolution 
of large structures away frorn the walls, axid may be related to the evolution of t ~ e  
Taylor-Giirtler vortices. 
The dissipation spectra are shown in Figures 5.315 and 5.37. The dissipation spec- 
tra are defined such that their integrals over k are the dissipation given in (5.3.1). 
In these spectra, the values of the i~~rutimu~ll dissipation at low wave nulnbers are 
a decade larger than the values at  the high wave nunibers. The sparlwise spectra, 
hcwcvcr, generally exhibit a substantial upturn at high wave numbers, indicating 
some deficiency in the spanwise resolution. The amount of dissipation represented 
in these upturned tails, which is a measure of the dissip:.tion in the unresolved 
snlall scales, is generally less than 10% of the total dissip ttion. Thus, most of the 
viscous dissipation resides in resolved scales, which is can kdication of the overall 
adequacy of the computational resolution. Note, however, that we do not resolve 
the Kolinogorov length scale (q+ z ( R ~ / u , [ ) ' / ~  = 2) in this calculation. Most of 
the viscous dissipation takes place at scales larger than 1577. Also of interest is the 
anisotropy of Uhe dissipation at high wave numbers, similar to the anisotropy in 
energy; this nlay be due to the low Reynolds number of this comput a t '  ion. 
Spectra in the normal direction can be dcfined from the Chebyshev representation 
of the velocity field, 
The Chebyshev coefficient spectra are defined as 
- 
C;(n) = a: (n). 
These spectra (Figure 5.38) show a 3 to 4 decade fail off from low to high n. However, 
C, has a snbstantial lipturn at high n ,  indicating a difficulty in the resolution of 
u,. It is suspected that this difficulty is related to the projection error (see 52.2). 
5.5 Temporal  Spec t ra  and Correlat ions 
The temporal energy spectra and space-time correlations have been obtained 
using the method described in 53.3. In Figure 5.39 one-dimensional temporal energy 
spectra are plotted at four r locations. Shown are the spectra deterlllincd a t  the 
chosen frequencies (see 53.3). Note that  the spectra start to  turn up a t  the two 
highest frequency points, the reasori being that t,he values of the spectra at; these 
points cue of the same ordcr as round-off errors. itcurd-off error is one part in lo7 
because the data  were packed tc 32-bit words to save storage. Thtbse last points have 
not been included in the intcrpolatioris used to obtain the two-point correlations. I t  
is also interesting that the spectra decay very rapidly beyolid R w 300 (see below). 
The temporal spectra, rescaled nsing the Taylor hypothesis Lased on the local 
mean velocity, are 
where Lt and Lo are the lengths of the domain in which tlie transforms are taken 
in time and 8,  respectively; the spectra are shown in Figure 5.40 dong  with the 
streamwise spectra at  the salnc r locations. Tlle local Incan velocity was used for this 
purpose instead of any of the convection velocities discllssed below, because it has 
been observed that vr~a l l  scales a r e  convected a t  about the mean velocity (Sternberg 
1967). Thus, the use of thc nreari velocity should bring the high wave-number 
part  of the temporal and spacial spectra into agreement. Convection velocities 
appropriate for the low wave-~iumber part  of the spectra were not rsed because 
statistical noise precludes accurate comparisons of the low wave-number spectra. 
At all the r locations, the spectra at  high wave numbers are in remarkably good 
agreement, indicating that the small-scale turbulence is irtdeed convected with the 
local mean velocity. At the two r locations nearest the walls (y+ = 26 and 37), the 
low wave-number parts of the spectra are also in good agreement. Farther from the 
wall, the low wave numbers appear to b e  only in fair agreement, though the issue is 
clouded sonrewhat by statistical noise. This will be discussed further below. Note 
that the location of the downturn in the temporal spectra mentioned above is a t  the 
cutoff of the computed strea.mwise spectra when scaled using the Taylor hypothesis. 
Rcyoncl this wqvc nutubel., t,ho con~pt~tc<l  strea~~iwise pectra are foni~ally zcro; thus, 
by the Taylor hypothesis, thc tc~uyornl :;pectra should also bc zero. This results in 
thc sharp downturn in thc tcn~poral spectra. 
Contours of the streaniwisc spacc-timc correlation fulictions a t  several T locations 
are shown in Figures 5.41, 5.42, 5.43 and 5.44. Also drawn in these plots is a line 
with slope equal to the local niem velocity. If the Taylor hypothesis were satisfied 
exactly, all isocorrelation contours would be straight parallel lines, and their slope 
would be the co~~vection velocity. In the contour plots we see that near the origin the 
contours are nearly parallel lo the line representing thc mean velocity. However, 
far frorn the origin the elongated region of positive correlation bends below the 
mean-velocity line, indicating that structnres which are coherent over longer times 
are convected a t  a reduced velocity. I t  has been found by several authors (Favre, 
Gaviglio, & Dumas 1957; Willmarth 1975; 'md Wills 1964) that convection speed 
varies with the size of the structure being convected. Sternberg (1967), using the 
boundary-layer data  of Favre et al., found that  convection speeds for large-scale 
disturbances are as much as 25% greater than the local mean velocity very near 
the wall, and about 25% lower than the mean velocity far from the wall. Small- 
scale structures were found to convect with the mean velocity. Since structures 
that  are coherent over long tinies are expected to be  large, it is not surprising that 
our contours indicate that thcir convection velocities are different from the mean 
velocity. 
A convection velocity may be defined as the slope of the curved line which traces 
the path of slowest descent of the correlation function (Willmarth 1975); in this case 
the convection velocity is a function of the separation in time (or space). Convection 
velocities for the largest separations were estimated in this way at each 7 position 
and are summarized in Table 5.1. Shown are convection velocities normalized by the 
6 local mean velocity U(y) and the average mean velocity Urn = T8 I-, U(y) dy. Note 
that  a t  the locations nearer to the wall this convection velocity is generally closer to 
TABLE 5.1 
Relative Convectiou Velocities at Large Separation 
I I I U, /U based on I UC/Urn based on I 
the local mean velocity than it is at locations fiirther from the wall. .4s explaiued 
by Sternberg (1967), large-scale structures extend over a significant ~o r t i on  of the 
flow; thus, their convection velocities are lower than the local mean ~elocity in the 
regions away from the wall and higher near the wall. Consequently, there exists a 
point at  which the convection velocity of large structures is equal to the local mean 
velocity. Apparently, the r locations closer to the wall are near this point because 
the ratio of the convection velocity to the local mecan velocity is approaching 1. We 
neglected to calculate space-time correlations and convection velocities for y+ < 30 
where we would expect the convectior~ velocitics to be greater them the local mean 
velocity. These arguments would also lead us to expect that the temporal spectra 
at  the locations nearer the wall (Figure 5.40) would show better agreement with 
the streamwise spectra f ~ r  large wave numbers. As mentioned above, this tippears 
to be the case. 
5.6 Turbulent Flow St ruc tu res  
In this section we will investigate the structure of an instantaneous velocity field 
68 
from tlie present calculations. l'rcsentecl arc contour plots of the velocity and vor- 
ticity fields, as  well as plots of the velocity vcctors. Note that  in a11 the contour 
plots to follow, solid lines will depict a positive qu:.~tity and dashed lines a negative 
quantity. 
Figure 5.45 shows the streamwise velocity u' in (0,~)-planes near the concave 
wall at  y+ -- 6.14 c ~ d  near thc convex wall a t  y+ = 5.29. In these plots note the 
elongation of the positive and negative regions (streaks) in the strearrlwise direction 
in agreement with experimental observations (Kline e t  al. 1967). This is also 
consistent with the two-point correlation functions prcsented in 55.4. In contrast, 
the radial and spanwise velocities (v' and w')  do not show this distinctive streakiness 
(Figures 5.46 and 5.47). Tlle outstanding feature of the radial velocity is that  
strong fluctuations are concentrated in very small regions, with strong negative and 
positive fluctuations tending to lie next t o  each other in the spanwise direction. As 
will be seen below these regions contribute to  the Reynolds shear stress. These 
characteristics are reflected in the large values of v-flatness F (v )  a t  the walls, and 
the two-point correlation of v ,  R,,(63) (see $5.1 and 55.4). The spanwise velocity 
also shows small regions of intense fluctuation, though not as small as the regions 
of intense radial fluctuations. These regions of intense w fluctuations tend to  occur 
at  the same positions as the regions of intense v fluctuations. Notice that near the 
convex wall, turbulence is less vigorous than on the concave side, as is evidenced by 
the concentration of contour lines. For each velocity component, the same contour 
levcls are used for both sides of the channel. 
High and low speed streaks have been observed experimentally only near the 
walls. In agreement with this result, contour plots of u' at y = f 0.352 (Figure 
5.48) u e  not streaky. 
In order to determine the structures associated with the regions of intexlse v 
fluctuations ment io~ed  above, we examine some enlargements of the area around 
one pair of interisc regions near the concave wall (the framed area in Figures 5.45, 
5.40 a ~ i d  5.47). Contours of u' ,  v' alltl w' fluct.:~ations in thc (0, z)-planc! a t  y - 6.14 
are sllown in lqigurc 5.49. Thc distn~lcc between thc cc~iterv of the regions of l>ositivc 
and n~gat ive v' fluctu;itions (F'ig~irc 5.496) is 20 wall units, wllicl~ is ths approxilnata 
positio~i of tha negative mininiuni in R,,(Sz) a t  this y locatiorl (sce Figure 5.28). 
Comparison of the u' and v' contollrs shows that u' and v' in this region have the 
same sign and t l ~ ~ i s  cont r ibv t~  positively to tlie Rcyliolds shcar stress (recall that v 
is positive toward the wall on this side of the channel). Contours of u' and v' in a n  
(r,Q)-p1a11c passing tllrough this region (at the z location designated a~ A i :~  Ipigur~ 
5.49) are shown in Figure 5.50. Here, a sharp gradient of u' is seen to occur along 
a front inclincd upstrcam from the wall. A shnrp gradient of this kind is tLe event 
detected by the VITA conditional salnpling technique (Blackwclder & Kaplan 1979; 
Him 1983). The inclined front observcd here is in agreement with the observations 
of Praturi St nrodkey (1978) and the conditionirlly avcraged velocity found by Kim 
(1984). In Figure 5 . 5 0 ~  the velocity vectors projected into this plane are shown. 
In agreement with tlie observations of Praturi and Brodkcy, a transverse vortex 
downstream of the front is barely discernible; this spanwise vortex is more apparent 
in other (r,B)-planes. 
In Figure 5.51, velocity vectors projected into several (r, 2)-planes are shown; the 
0 locatiol~s of the planes are designated B through F in Figures 5.49 and 5.50. In 
plane B just downstream of the front, a single vortex can be  seen very near the wall. 
The inflow and outflow sides of this vortex are seen in Figure 5.49 as the positive 
and negative regions cf v' fluctuation. This vortex is not discernible upstream oi 
this location. Note, hc.vgever, that the region of negative v' in Figure 5.49 extends 
significantly upstreani of the beginning of the vortex. Downstream, in plane p, the 
vortex is larger aud farther from the wall. Farther downstream, in planes D through 
F, a second vortex of opposite sign appears and the pair lifts away from the wall. 
Thc vortex has moved beyond y+  = 40 in a ~treamwise distance of approximately 
150 wall units. The  fact that thc vortex is much larger where it is distnnt from 
l i ~ e  wall is in agreeil~cnt iilith the behavior of the spn~~wise  two point corrcl R t '  lnll 
f l i~~rtion I;,,(hz) (scc 55.4). Also, in $5.4 it was found that It,,(bz) lid not iritlicnte 
thr: presencc of vortex pairs at y > 20. Note that the vortex pair in Figure 5.51 
~voultl not contribute to thc niinimum in the spanwise two-point corrclntion function, 
because thc vorticc~ we not a t  the same y location. E ~ r t h c r  downstream, the vortex 
pair in plane F has liftcd out of the domain, probably because of rnutlially induced 
velucity. 
Wc cniphnsizc that only a solitary vortex was observed near the wall ir? the ( r ,  z ) -  
plane passing through point B. Further downstream all(. '&way from the wall, this 
vortex w;.; joined by a vortex of opposite sign. In fact, in a random sampling c f  
(r,z)-planes, significantiy more solitary vortices than vortex pairs wcre observed. 
In their dual-view, hydrogen-bubble flow-visualization, studies Sr:lith & S c h ~  artz 
(1983) observed twice as many patterns inuicating the presencc of streamwise rota- 
tion as those indicating streamwise counterrotating pairs. 
The streamwise and radial velocities u' and v' in the (0,r)-plane located a t  z = 
2n/3 (halfway across the domain in the z dircction) are shown in Figure 5.52. In 
the u' plot, the most striking feature is that near the wall the structures (fronts) 
are inclined in the downstream direction, at a small angle from the wall. A sin~ilar 
behavior was observed hy Moin & Kim (1982) in their calcu.lations, by Rajagopalan 
& Antonia (1979) and Kreplin & Eckelmanh (19796) in their  experiment.^ in a plane 
duct, and by Brown and Thomas (1977) in a boundary layer. The contours of v' 
do not exhibit this feature. Note that near both widls tlie regions of positive u' 
fluctuations correspond to fliiid coming toward the wall (v' < 0 at  the convex or 
lower wdl, and v' > 0 a t  the concave wall). Also, the turbul~nce ~c t iv i ty  is much 
greater near the concave wall. 
In Figure 5.53 the streamwise velocity in the (r, %)-plane a t  8 = 0.08 (ha1lwa.y 
across the donlain in the 8 direction) is plotted. Near both wall5 the :!.tar.~;ting 
regions of high and low speed fluid are apparent. Also, these regions ar :! :: ,,~Gned 
to locations near the walls, whcrc they call be counted t o  obiail1 the rncnll streak 
spacing. On the corlcave w;rll, the streak spaci~rg is found in this way to bc A t  = 107, 
and on the convex u~all it is A '  - Q2 or 108, depenrting on how the st~calts are 
counted. Thesc values are in very good agreement with those obtainecl fro111 the 
two-point ~orrelat~ion fuilctiorl Puo(6z),  (see $5.4) and the ge~ler~l ly  accepted value 
of 100. Contours of the velocity colnponents near the walls (y + < 50) in the (r, 2)- 
plane have been exanlincd 'and found to be in agreement with the resulls of Moin 
& Kim (1952). 
Streamwisc vorticity contours in the (r,z)-plane, both near the wall and across 
the entire charnel, are shown in Figure 5.54. Not,e that the streamwisc vorticity 
is concentrated near the walls, as was indicated by the rnls vorticity profiles (see 
55.1), and that the cc.ncave dide 01 the channel appears Inore turbulent than the 
convex side. Near the v we see that there are actually two regions in which 
the streamwise vorticity is concentrated. One is very near the wall (yi < 5), and 
the other a little zwzy from the wall (c ntered about y-'- = 20). These two regions 
correspmd to the wall maximum and the local maxinlum which were observed in 
the rms streamwise vorticity profiles (see $5.1). Also notice that the regions of 
intcqse strean~wise vorticity at  the wall tend to occur beneath intense regions away 
from the wall and are of opposite sign. This is the effect of thc no-slip boundary 
condition on vortical structures slightly away from the wall. This change of sign is 
responsible for the minimum in the r m s  streamwise vorticity profile at y+ == 5. 
6. Sumnlary and Conclusions 
There are specific conclusions to be drawn from this work in the areas of (a) the 
deve1opr:lent of the numerical nlcthods, (ia) the strncture of wall-bounded turbulent 
flows, and (iit) the effects of lorlgitudinal cnrvature on t;lrbulence. These will be 
covered in the following paragraphs. 
A spectral niethod for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for plane- 
channel How ,and for flow between concentric cylinders has been developed. The 
niethod is based on divergence-frec vcctor expansions and quasi-orthogonal func- 
tions, which offer advcmtages in menlory requirements and computing speed. In 
addition, the method treats the boundcary conditions and the continuity constraint 
exactly. This new method has been tested by coiilputing the various states of Taylor- 
Couette 90w. The results are in excellent agreement with available experi~nental, 
theoretical, and other numerical results. 
Mildly curved ( 6 / R  = 0.013), turbulent chn~lnel flow has been successfully sim- 
ulated, demonstrating the feasibility of colnputing fully developed wall-bounded 
turbulent flows without subgrid scale models. The computation does, however, ex- 
hibit marginal resohtion, which is most apparent in the projection ~ r r o r .  This error 
is potentially significant near the walls, though its contribution to bhe Reynolds- 
stress balances is negligible and the details of the computed near-wdl structure 
of the flow are in agreement with available experimental results. Further study is 
need. ' to determine what effect the projection error has on other propertics of the 
flow (e.g., highcr order statistical correlations), agd what, if anything, car, be done 
to alleviate it. 
A technique has been developed for calculating the temporal spectra and corre- 
lations with minimal cost in comprtation and computer memory. The technique 
relics on the sit~ctothn~ss of the energy spectrum in a turbulent flow to allow accurate 
i~itc~ryolatior of sparsely clisliilutcd C O I I : ~ I I ~ L \ ~  sl)ectr.~I data. This is n. proiitisiug 
111ct.1iod for ol~L;~i~i i~l( :  te111pora1 i n f o r ~ i ~ ~ ~ t i o ~ l  Froill iL ti~rbulence si~liulntion. 
In tlie nunlerical sinlulatio~l of cllrvccl, tllrbulent cliannrl flow, the overall agrcc- 
~ n c n t  of the mcau-velocity prcfile and higher order turl~ulcnce stirtistics with avail- 
able plane-channel data  w'lr good, except for the knowri ctFects of curvntnre. The  
present simulation 1la.c : iovitled a largr an~ount  of data  concerniug various features 
of wall-bounded turbulent flows that ?re qualitatively unaffected by curvature. Near 
the walls, the flow was fo1111d to be do~ninatcd by alternating high 'uld low specd 
streaks, elongated in the strcanlwise direction with mean spanwise spacing of about 
100 wall units, in agreement with experimental observations. This value was ob- 
tained from both the instantaneous velocity fields 'and from two-point correlation 
functions. Thc velocity ~ lo r l~ l a l  to the wnll, however, is dominated by sn~al l  spots of 
intense fluctuations, rather than streaks. Away from thc walls, convection velocities 
of large-scale structures were found to be significantly lower than the local mean 
velocity, also in agreement with experilnental observation. Althought strecamwise 
vortices were oLserved in the vicinity of the wnll, the two-point correlation Functions 
showed little evidence of vortex pairs. Solitary vortices were observed to be more 
prominent near the wall than were vortex pairs. 
Many features of the present simulation are in excellent qualitative agreement 
with the large-eddy simulation of Moin & Kim (1982). For example, in agreement 
with their results, the strcamwise rnis vorticity profile near the wall exhibits two 
local maxima, one a t  thz wall 'and the other slightly away from the wall. The mew- 
imuin away from the wall is attributed to the streamwise vortical structures which 
were observed in the vicinity of the wall. The wall m a x i ~ n u n ~  is due to the co~llbilied 
effects of the vorticity slightly away from the wall and the no-slip boundary condi- 
tions. Further, at  +he wall tlie streamwise and spanwise vorticity are enhanced by 
the splatting effect through vortex stretching and the no-slip boundary conditicns. 
Also in agreemer: u ith Moin and Kim, but in disagreement wit11 the experl~nents 
oT lii  c!l,lin "k I<ckclruann (1979a), the skewness of the vclocit,y U~lctuation:~ r~orilial 
to tlic wall, S(.uj, v;clUe found 10 I>ccomc negative imc-1 to o5tain a local niirlimum 
sligl~tly ilway fro111 the wall. The tcrnis hi the balance equations for tht: clc~nents 
of the Iteyrlolds stress were in qualitative n~ree~ i i en t  wit3 i.hoje of h*foill cPr. Kim 
(1982). In parlicular, it wits fou~ld that  viscous <and turbulerlt '1:ffilsion acted t o  
transport turbulence energy froin the regions of n~axirnuln turtulence proclnction, 
both towarcl aid away from tlie wall. 
The effect of curvature on the mean velocity w'as found to be in agrtxnicnt with 
experililcntal ohservations; nainely, in local wall coordinates the mean-velocity pro- 
file suficiently far from the wall (y/r > 0.0015) on the concave side lics below the 
convex side profile and the plane-channel profile. By co~i~pnring the concave and 
convex sides of the channel, it was found tha t  curvature had little effect on the 
turbulence statistics when they were normalized b y  locul wall variables. The most 
notable exceptions to this were the Reynolds shear stress, the terms in the balance 
equation for the Reynolds shear stress, and the near-wall skewr~ess and flatness fac- 
tors. On the concave side, the Reynolds shear stress is enhanced relative to  the 
convex side shear stress. In the balance equation, the turbulent diffusion and veloc- 
ity pressure terms are significantl! aiicre-'.. And, away froin the wall, the so called 
"extra" term due to streamwise turbulent diffusion is not negligible. 
A dominant feature of the computed flow was the Taylor-Gijrltler vortices. They 
made a significant contribution to  the Reynolds s h e x  stress on the concave side, 
and were found to affect the underlying tlirbulence by c~nvect ing it, and by inducing 
a strain field which locally affected turbulence production noar the concavc wall. 
Appendix A 
Weak Formulation 
In this appendix wc consider the weak fornluiation of the forced Stokes equations, 
and its connection with the numerical method discusscd in $2. We start with the 
classical form of the forced Stokes equations 
v = 0 a t  the walls 
v periodic at periodic boundaries. 
The Reynolds number parameter is not necessary and is omitted for brevity. The 
viscous term, which is usually written V2, is written here as -V x V x , which is 
equivalent and more instructive in this case. Let u be any vector function such 
that V . u = 0 and u = 0 at the walk; u must also be a function for which these 
conditions make sense, thus, 
When (A.l) is dot multiplied by u and integrated over the domain D, wc obtain 
where we have integrated the preasure term and the viscous tei-m by parts. The 
preswre term drons out. We define the inner product (v, u) to be $D v - udv .  The 
weak formulation is obtained by requiring v E V and that (A.3) be true for all 
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If v is a sohition to (A.l), then it must be a. solution to the weiik probleill (A.4). 
We will now show that it is the unique solutiou to (A.4). Suppose there were a 
second solution to (A.4)) call it w.  Then we would have 
a w  (u, ---) = - (VXU,  V x W) + (u, f )  
a t  
Subtracting (A.5) from (A.4) c ~ l d  letting A = v - w we obtain 
ad  (u, -) -- - ( V x u , V x A )  . 
a t  
At any time A(t) E V ,  so 
Now 
( V x A , V x A )  = f ~ x 4 ) ~ d v  > 0 ,  (A-8) 
Thus, for all times, 
and since A = A2 = 0 at t = 0 (v and w have the same initial conditions), 
for all times. Therefore, since the square integral of A is zero, A is zero for all time 
and the solutions v and w are thc same. 
We have shown that if there is a solution to (A.l) it is the unique solutioa to 
(A.4), and is, therefore, also the unique sohtion to (A.l). However, it is possiblt: 
that (A.4) will have a solution when (A.l) has none. This can occur when the 
so1uti.m to (A.4) does cot have a second spatial derivative, so that the derivatives 
in the viscous term of (A.1) are not dclined. In this casc, the solution of (A.4) is 
often referred to as a weak solution to (A.1). Note also, that we need not have 
required that u E V. If we require (A.2) to be truc for all u in some space of which 
1' is a subspace (as long as the intcgrals exist an6 the integrations by parts car1 be 
the uniqueness result wotild still hold. 
We will JLesunle that E V, which is a1 additional regularity condition. At any 
time we may consider (A-1) as irn equation lor %, given v and f ;  with the weak 
formulation, 
This is a iiseful point of view for separating the spacial and temporal discretixations. 
I,y arguments similar to those used nbove, we find that (A.12) uniquely determines 
. Note that the weak formulation requires that the pressure gradient term be 
exthogonal ( i .e . ,  the inner product is zero) to all u E Y; thus, $:- is the orthogonal 
projection onto V of -VxVxv t f .  This is the projection mentioned in $2.1. There 
is the 2ossibility that A.12 will not have a solution, which would occur if VxVxv+f 
were incox~ipatible in the sense described in $2.2. 
Now consider the approximation to (A.12), 
where V is an N-dimensional subsyace of 'J. This is a specid case of the weighted 
av N ,  by letting u in residual method presented in i2.1. Let eN be the error - 
(A.12) be u N  and subtracting (A.13) from (A.12) we find that (uN, rN)  = 0. 
Consider another approxinlate solution, E V N ,  with error dN = eN + 7, 
where 7 E V N. We are interested in the L2 norm of elN, 
Since (cN,7) = 0 and (7, T) 2 0, we get 
for all other approximations gN. Thus, the solution of A.13 n~inimires the L2 
norm of the error of the approximation to in V. 
Saved Velocity Fields 
Velocity fields from the present calculation were saved every 200 time-steps (0.1 
time units).This was accomplished by saving the restart files of each run. The 
first record of these files contains six integers that describe the data. They are 
T3TEP, NR = 96, NTH1 = 128, NZ1 -- 128, MR = 5, and MZ = 4; which are 
(in order), the time-step number, the number of planes in the r direction minus. 
one, the number of Fourier modes in the 8 direction, the number of modes in the 
z direction, the drawer size in the r direction, and the drawer size in the z direction 
(see $3 concerning drawers). Record two contains a single word used in computing 
the mean pressure gradient. The next NR/MR + 1 = 20 records contain the first 
column of drawers of tile VDATA data base, which are followed by a single record 
containing a slab of the RDATA data base. This pattern of a column of VDATA 
drawers followed by an RDATA slab is repeated NZl/MZ = 32 times. 
Each '4DATA drawer is a complex array DATAV dimensio~ed as 
DATAV[NTII1/2,MZ,5,MR], which contains the Fourier coefficients of the veloc- 
ity field and its derivatives with respect to r. The first index indicates the 8 wave 
number of the coefficient (ko = 27r(11 - 1)/0.16). The second index is for the z wave 
number, 
3[~2 + (ZGROUP - 1)MZ/2 - I] Iz < MZ/2 
- $[12 - MZ/2 + (ZGROUP - 1)MZ/2 - I] I2 > MZ/2 ' 
where ZGROUP is the column number of the drawer. The third icdex determines 
the velocity component (1 -+ ve, 2 -4 v,, 3 -+ v,, 4 -t 2, 5 -+ 9). And finally, 
the last index indicates the r plane (NRPLANE = I r  + (AXGROUP - l)MR), where 
RGROUY is the row number of the drawer. The y location of the r plane is given 
by y = cos(n(NRPLANE - l)/NR). Data in the VDATA drawers has been packed 
to half precision and thus each record actually contains NTH1 * MZ * 5 * NR/2 
physical words which must bc unpacked before they are used. The slabs of the 
RDATA data base are useful only for restarting the computations, so these records 
should be skipped when using the data for another purpose. 
The restart files described abcve have been saved on XIOP tapes on the Cray- 
XMP at A~lnes Research Center using the STAGEX utility. The files are named 
'CURVEOO~X', where the "2' is either A or B. The individua; restart files are dis- 
tinguished hy their edition numbers. Table A.l  lists the tape names and the files 
they contain. The owner of the tapes and the ID of the files is STTRDM. 
Table A.1 
Restart Tapes 
Tapes Suffix z 
CURVE002ATAPEOMl 
CURVE002ATAY E00 1 
CURVE002ATAPE002 
CURVEOO2ATAPE003 
CURVE002ATAPE004 
CURl~E002ATAPE005 
CURVE002ATAPE006 
EMERGENCY, ED=1 
CURVE002ATAPE007 
CURVE002ATAPEOO8 
CURVE002ATAPE009 
CURVE002ATAPE010 
CURVE002ATAPEOll 
CURVE002ATAPE012 
CURVE002ATAPE013 
CURVE002 ATAPEO 14 
CURVE002ATAPE015 
CURVEOO~A'L~PEO~~ 
CURVEOOZATAPEO 17 
CURVE002ATAPE018 
Edition numbers 
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Reynolds Stress Equations in Cylindrical Coordinates 
In this nppcndix the Reynolds-stress balance equations in cylindrical coordinates 
are presented. They arc dcrived from the balance equations in general tensor nota- 
tion, which 111ay be obtained easily from the Navier-Stokes equations; they are 
Here, U' is the mean velocity and uj is the fluctuating velocity. The superscripts 
are contravariant indices, and the subscripts are covariant indices. Subscripts fol- 
lowing a coninia indicate the covariant derivative. The summation con rention is 
implied, and the nverbars indicate ensemble averages; g'j is the contravaxiant met- 
ric tensor which in cylindrical coordinates is diagonal (since the coordinate system 
is orthogonal). For the cylindrical coordinate system with coordinates r ,  8, and z, 
the contravariant elements of the metric tensor are given by 
Terms on the right-hand side of equation (C.l) are given the interpretations (in 
order of appearance) convection (referred to as Cij in the discussion below), pro- 
duction (P,,), turbulent dipusion (TD,,), pressure difrusion ( P  D,,), pressure atrain 
comlution (Ps i , ) ,  viscous dihsion (&V D,,), and ui~cous dissipation D;,). 
Thus, the transport equation for the Reyliolds stresses (Rij) can be written 
Each of these terms has been expanded in cylindrical coordinates and is presented 
in the equations that follow. In these cquations, subscripts refcr to the coniponent, 
thus u, is the fluctuation part of the radial velocity and Cru is the convection term 
in the equation for u,uo (this is not to be confused with the general tensor notation 
used in ((2.1)). A subscript following a comma indicates a derivative (not a covariant 
derivative); thus (w),, =I +. 
The convection terms C,, expand to 
The production terms Pi, expand to 
- 2 Prr = -ZUr,rt6r~r - - (Ur,e - Ue) mi - 2 U r , , m  ; 
r 
The turbulent diffusion terms TDij expand to 
1 -- 1 TDrz = - - (r~ruruz) ,~  - -. ((Brllori).8 - -  ~ i ~ ~ j )  - ( G U ~ ) , ~  . 
r r  \ '  I (C.6f) 
The pressure diffusion terms PDij expand to 
PD,, = - 2 (~; j . i ) ,*  ; 
Tic  pressure strain terms P S ,  expand to 
Fszz = 2 PU,,, ; (C. 8c) 
PSrz = P (a,,, + a,,,) . 
The viscous diffusion terms VDi j  expand to 
The viscous dissipation terms D,, expand to 
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Figure 1.1. Mean velocity profile for mildly curved channel How Re, = 1250. 
(Hunt and Joubert 1979). - concave wnlll, - - - - conxrcx wall, 
. . . . . . . . plane channel. 
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Figure 2.1. Structure of the matrix A ( B  is identical). Subrnatrices are as defined 
ir (2.1.7). Shaded areas indicate nonzero elements, and dimensions 
refer to numbers of rows, columns, or diagonals. 
VDATA VDATA 
v x w  
- 
Figure 3.1. Flow of externally stored data in program CURVE. RDATA and 
VDATA are independent data bases, and PASSl and PASS2 are the 
two passes through the database each timestep (see 53.2). 
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PASSl 
Compute w 
Fourier transform in 8 ,  a 
Compute v x w 
Fourier transform in 8 ,  P 
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Figure 4.1. Secondcuy flow strecam-function contours for Taylor-Couette flow, 
(Re = 195, X = 2.004, 7 = 0.95). Solid lines are positive contours; 
dashed lines are negative contours. 
Figure 4.2. Contours of axial velocity at r = 0.822r, for fillly developed wavy 
vortices (Re = 458, X = 3.0, 7 = 0.868, m = 6). 
L o  (a! 
Figure 4.3. Contours of axial velocity at r = 0.986~. for modulated wavy qortex 
flow (Re = 1300, A = 2.:.?, ml = m2 = 4, n = 0.677); (a) t = 12.59, 
(b) ; = 11.58. 
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Figure 5.1. Scale drawing of the computational domain for curved, turbulent 
channel flow. 
Figurc 5.2. Mcan velucity profile in local wall coordinates; -- concave wall, 
---- convex wall, o plane channel data of Eckelmnnn (1974), 
. . - . . . . . U + = 2.65 logy + + 5.9. 
0 
0 
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Figure 5.3. Mean angular nlonientunl (rue) profile. 
100 
--1/2 --1/2 --1/2 
Figut*! 5.4. Turbulence il~tc~uitieu; -- u3 , ---- v2 9 --- ?u2 . 
(a) Contribution of Taylor-Giirtler vortices included. (b) Contrihu- 
tion of Taylor-Gortler vorticcv cxcludcd. 
Figure 5.5. T~~rbulcnce intensities hi local wall coordinates, - concave side, 
---- convex side, o plnnc channel data from Kreplin arid Eckelnln~in 
-1/2 -112 (1979). (a) $ll2; (b) v2 ; ((c )u . 
Figure '5.6. Reynolds shear stresses. See next page for caption. 
Figure 5.6. Reynolds stresses (a) in global coordinates - (-w), ---- (-G), 
--- viscous plus turbulent stress, . - - - - - - - equilibrium stress; (b) u'v' 
(c) iiG in local wall coordinates, - concave side, - - - - convex side, 
o plane channel data from Eckelinann (1974). 
Figtire 5.7. Correlation coefficient with and without the contribution of the 
- 
- 
Taylor-G6rtIer vortices. - (av-) (;: p) "' ,  - - - (i2!5 % I s  , , I ;  ,,.) . 
Figure 5.8. Iioot-mean- sqtizre vortici tly fluctl~rtt iom, (a) in global coordinates, 
--- 112 --I12 ---112 
W:2 ,---- 4 2  , ---- w: ; (b) ;i3'l2 in local wall roor- 
0 
clinntes, --- concave wall, - - - - convex wali, o plane-channel data 
of Kastrinakis 'and Eckc1ill;rnn (1983). 
00 
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0 ,  
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Figurc 5.9. Skow~lcss factors, - S(u) ,  ----  S(v), --- S(w) ;  ( a )  includ- 
big thc 'l'nylor-Ciirtlcr contl.ibutiol~ S ( u i ) ,  (b)  excluding the 'l'aylor- 
Gortler contribution S(u:) .  
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Figure 5.10. Skewness factors in local wall coordinates, ---- concave wall, 
---- convex wall, o ylme channel data of Kreylin and Eckelr-uann 
(1979~); (a) S(ul ) ,  (b) S(v ' ) .  
Figurc 5.11. Flatness factors, - F(u), - -- - - F(~ ) ,  - - - F ( w ) ;  (a) including 
the c~nt~ribution of the Taylor-Gortler vortices, F(u; )  , (b) cxcl~~ding 
the co~itrjbution of the Taylor-Gortler vortices, F(u:). 
OF POOR CjlJALi'i'tP 
Figure 5.12. Flatness factors in local wall coordinates - concave wdl, - - - - con- 
vex wall, o plane channel data of Kreplin and Eckelmann (1979~); 
(a) F(uf) ,  (b) F(u t ) ,  (c) F(wf). 
Figure 5.13. C:ocfficient P of equation (5.1.1) in local wall coordi~la.~cs, ---. con- 
cave wall, - - -  -- collvex wall. 
(a) concave wall 
L z  
convex wall 
(b) concave wall 
Lt convex wall 
Figure 5.14. Secondary flow streamlines of the Taylor. Gortler vortices, (a) not av- 
eraged over mirror image, (b) averaged over mirror image. 
Figure 5.15. Variation of the wall shcar etress in the spanwise direction, - con- 
cave wall, - - - - convex wall. 
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concave wall 
convex wdl  
concave wall 
L a  convex wall 
Figwe 5.16. See next page for c.cntion. 
concave wall 
L z  convex wall 
Figure 5.16. Velocities of the Taylor-Gortler vortices in the (7,  %)-plane. Contours 
of (a) Go, (b) G,, (c) 6,. Contour levels incremented by 0.15. Inner- 
most negative contours are (a) -2.8u,, (b) -0.82u,, (c). - 0 . 5 2 ~ ~ .  
L. convex wall 
Figure 5.17. Contours of Cir in the ( r , z j  I le. Contour levels incremented by 0.1. 
Innermost positive contour s 1.554.  
f' concave wall 
I% convex wall 
., - ' 
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t t ~ ~ i t t t ~ ~ ~ t ~ t ~ t C ~ ~ t t t t ~ t t m ~ ~ ~  concave wall 
convex wall 
Figure 5.18. See next page for caption 
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L.2 convex wall 
Figure 5.18. Contours of the diagonal elements of the Reynolds stress tensor due to 
- - rV - 
the lulderlying turbulence in the (r ,  %)-plane. (a) ub2--uf, (b) u:2--up, 
- - (c) ui2 - ui2. Contour lcvels in (a) incremented by 0.2, in (b) and 
(c) by 0.05. Innennost negative contour in region "C", (a) - 1 . 9 ~ ~ ~  
(b) -.08ug, (c) -.22u3. 
I-P convex wall 
Figure 5.19. Contours of the Reynolds shear stress due to thc underlying turbu- 
lence in the ( r ,  %)-plane. Contour levels incren~ellted by 0.05. Inner- 
111ost negative contour in Region "C" 0.18~:. 
-113. Figure 5.20. Terms in the balance of u2 m local wall coordinates, (a) concave 
wall, (b) convex wall. Legend: - production; -.- radial tur- 
bulent diffusion; - ..- streamwise turbulent diffusion; -.- - - - -  - velocity- 
pressure gradient; - - - dissipation; - - - - radial viscous diffusion. 
Figure 5.21. Ternls in t l s  balance of  in local wall coordi~latcr, (a) concave 
wall, (I) convex wall. See caption of Figure 5.19 for details. 
---1i2. Figure 1.22. Tcrais in the bnlanc. of ?uZ in local wall coordinates, (a) concave 
wall, (b) convex wall. See caption of Figure 5.19 for details. 
118 
Figure 5.23. Terms in the balance of W in local wall coordinates, (a) cotlcave wall 
(for -Gv, see page 41), (b) convex wall. See caption of Figure 5.19 
for details. 
Figure 5.24. Diagonal elements of the pressure strain correlation tensor 6, 
- eO8, - --- e r r ,  --- @,,. (a) concave side, (b) convex side. 
ORIGINAL WsC. .'; 
Figure 5.25. Terms in the balance of 7112vyery Tear the wall; (a) concave wall, 
(b) collvex wall. See caption of Figure 5.19 for details. The tic marks 
on the abscissa are the locations of the colloc,ztion grid points. 
- - 
Figure 5.26. Terms in the balance of 2q2 = GT -t v2 + w2 in local wall coordinates, 
(a) concave wall, (1) convex wall. See caption of Figure 5.19 for 
details. 
y = 0.966 
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Figure 5.27. See next page for caption 
IQigure 5.27. Streamwise two point correlation func1;ions. - noo, --. -- - Rr,, 
--- Rzz  a 
Figlire 5.28. Sce next page for caption. 
Figure 5.28. Spanwise two point correlation functions. - Roo, ---- RW , 
--- 
RS*. 
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Figure 5.29. See next page for caption 
Figure 5.29. Spanwise two point correlation functions. 
- Roe, ---- Rrr , 
A-- Rzz. 
y = 0.773 
y'= 40.86 
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Figure 5.39. Length scales as a function of y. (a) L!, (b) Lf . 0 L A L t- L i ,  
Norris and Reynolds (1975) for plane channel. 
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Figure 5.31. Isocorrelation contours in the (O,,-)..plane at y = .966, y + = 6.13, 
(a) Roo, (b) R,,, (c) R,.. Contour levels arc incremcnted by 0.1. 
Donlain is 720 local wall units in 0 and 470 lt11its in z. 
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Figure 5.32. Isocorrelation contours in the (0,~)-plane at y = .352, y+ = 117, 
(a) Roo, (b) R,,, (c) R,,. Contoltr levels incren~en ted by 0.1. Domain 
is 670 global wall units in 8 and 440 units in z. 
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Figure 5.33. Isocorrelation contours in the ( 8 , ~ ) - p l m e  at y = -.966, y+ = 5.28, 
(a) Roo, (b) R,, , (c) R,,. Contotsr levels incrctncnted by 0.1. Donlain 
is 605 local wall units in f l  and 405 units in z. 
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Figure 5.38. Chcbysl~ev spectra, -- Co(n.), - - - -  Cr(n) ,  ---- c2 (n) .

i 
Figure 5.40. Temporal energy spectra scaled using the Taylor hypothesis. o Eo,](f?), 6 
A E r r ( ) ,  + ( )  And strea~nwise energy spectra - Eoo, 
---- 
f Err , --- E z z  
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Figure 5.41. Isocorrelation contours in the (8,t)-plane at y = .813, yT = 34, 
(a) Roo, (b) R,,, (c) R,,. Contour levels increment-ed by 0.1. Do- 
main is 0.56/u, in time and 12.86 in 6. 
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Figure 5.42. Isocorrelation colltours in the (0,i)-plane at y = .352, y+ = 117, 
(a) Roo, (b) R,,, (c) R,,. Contour levels increnlcnted by 0.1. Domain 
is 0.56/ur in time rrnd 12.76 in 0 .  
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Figure 5.43. Isocorrelation contours in the (8, t)-plane at y = -.352, y+ = 100, 
(a) Roo, (b) R,,, (c) R,,. Cont,our levels incre~ilentcd by 0.1. Domain 
is 0.56/u, in time a i r 1  12.68 in 8. 
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Figure 5.44. lsocorrelation contours in the (8,t)-plane at y = -.813, y+ = 29, 
(a) Roo, (b) R,,, (c) R,,. Contour levels incre~nented by 0.1. Domain 
is 0.56/u, in tilnc <and 12.56 in 0 .  
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Figure 5.45. Contours of streamwise velocity u' in the (9,~)-plane, (a) near the 
concave wall, y+  = 6.14, (b) near the convex wall, y+ = 5.29. 
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Figure 5.46. Contours of radial velocity v' in the (8 ,  %)-plane, (a) near the concave 
wall, y+ = 6.14, (b) near the convex w;~ll, y+ = 5.29. 
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Figure 5.47. Contours of spanwise velocity w' in the (0,~)-plane, (a) near the con- 
cave wall, y + = 6.14, (h) near the convex wall, y+  = 5.29. 
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Figure 5.48. Contours of streamwise velocity u' in the (6,~)-plane, (a) near the 
colrcave wall, y = .352, y+ = 117, (b) near the convex wdl, y = -.352, 
y+ = 100. 
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Figure 5.49. Contours of (a) u', (b) u' and (c) w' in the (9, %)-plane near the concave 
wall, y+ = 6.13. Enlargement of the framed region in Figures 5.45a, 
5.46a and 5.47a. The domain is 135 wall units in the z direction and 
404 wdl units in the 8 direction. 
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Figure 5.50. Contours of (a) u', (b) v ' ,  in the (r,8)-plane and (c) velocity vectors 
projected into the (r, 8)-plane at the z location marked "A" in Figure 
5.50. The domain is 404 wall units in the tJ direction, and extends to 
y + = 52.7. 
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Figure 5.51. See next page for caption. 
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Figure 5.51. Velocity vectors projected into ( r ,  2)-planes at the 8 locationo marked 
"13" through "F" in Figures 5.49 and 5.50. The donlain is 135 wall 
units in the z direction. 
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Figure 5.52. Contours of (a) u' and (b) v' in the (19,r)-plane at z = 22*/3. The 
radial direction has been magnified by a factor of 2.5. 
I.. convex wall 
Figure 5.53. Contours of strealrlwise velocity u' in the ( r ,  2)-plane at 0 = 0.08. 
(a) concave wall 
Figure 5.54. See next page for caption. 
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Figure 5.54. Contours of streamwise vorticity wb in the (r,z)- lane at 8 = 0.08; 
(a) across the entire channel -1 _< y _< 1, (b) near the concave wall 
0 < - y+ 5 49, (c) new the convex wall 0 5 y'- 5 42. hl (b) and (c) 
the radial direction has beer. significautly inagoified. 
